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Introduction

A major disadvantage of the current automated speech recognition systems is that they cannot
make a distinction between background noise and speech, and interpret all input as speech.
Tjeerd Andringa describes this in the first chapter of his thesis, called Continuity Preserving
Signal Processing (CPSP) (Andringa, 2002).
He and the company Human Quality Speech Technologies (HuQ for short) work on
techniques that use characteristics of the human voice to separate speech from noise. In this
process, voiced (J)eriodic) and unvoiced (aperiodic) parts are treated separately. Even though
both voiced and unvoiced parts can serve as a basis for speech recognition, the unvoiced parts
are more difficult to separate from the noise than the (robust) voiced parts. A tool is needed
that can predict which voiceless pans (either in the future or in the past) can be expected
(chapter 7, paragraph 2 of Andringa, 2002), using knowledge (or hypotheses) about the voiced
parts of the signal.
In this research, a pen script creates a language model of a corpus of spontaneously spoken
language by extracting phonotactical rules from it. Phonotactical rules are rules that describe
which sequences of letters, or in this case phonemes, exist in a language. With this language
model, a guided search can be conducted for the correct voiceless phonemes.

Goal of this research is to investigate the usefulness of knowledge gathered from a corpus in
speech recognition. Two corpora with spoken Dutch have been selected for this purpose. They
will be tested for representativeness. Representative language models created from the
corpora will be tested for usefulness. There will be variations in the amount of data and
knowledge, and a test is conducted to find out whether different speaking styles require
different models to represent them.

This paper is built up as follows: Chapter 1 is the theoretical background behind the research.
It explains how current automated speech recognition works and how it fails, and proposes a
new approach, using Continuity Preserving Signal Processing and language models. Chapter 2
presents the corpora used in this paper. Chapter 3 talks more about the language models used
to improve automated speech recognition, and the test method. Chapter 4 tests the reliability
of the language models created from the corpora outlined in chapter 2, while chapter 5 tests
their usefulness, varying several parameters in testing. Finally, chapter 6 concludes and
discusses the results.
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Chapter 1: Theoretical background

1.1 Sound recognition

If you have ever tried to work with an automated speech recognition system, you will
probably be familiar with the way the system has to be trained to be able to interpret what you
are saying. Usually this is done by reading aloud several pieces of text, so that the system can
adapt its own word models to your pronunciations of words. You must also have noticed that
even after training, which is boring and takes up a lot of your precious time, the system may
still make a lot of mistakes, and you end up wondering why you started using it in the first
place.
The problem with these speech recognition systems is that they are trained to recognize the
training material you gave them, which is read text, and that if your pronunciation differs from
the training material, the system still tries to find the best match between what is said and
what was stored, and this may not always give the right result. This means that if you speak
faster or not clear enough, it probably won't understand you, but it will still produce an
output. Besides this, your system does not know the difference between which part of the
signal is speech and which part is background noise (which may include other speakers).
Try coughing into the microphone: it will produce the most exotic results.

The following examples are from the speech recognition tool in Word XP.
• Coughing : uDone to turn in certain do in and in some"
• Laughing: "that the that that but but but but that it would be that that
• Crunching a bag of chips : "Death thief both of the that"

As you can see, the system doesn't have a clue about the source of the sound it is
listening to, everything the whole input is treated as speech.
(probably, nobody ever realized that a bag of chips had the same sound
characteristics that resemble "th more than other speech sounds).

Figure 1-1: Examples of how current speech recognition system interpret all input as
speech

Current speech recognition systems basically work like this: They divide the signal in
segments, and per segment, extract a large number of non-linguistic features (usually
involving Fourier transformations, which tell you which frequencies are in the signal) and
match these features against the material they have been trained on. The model that matches
best with the features is the output, even if it is not correct.
Andnnga's thesis introduces CPSP as a new way of analyzing signals. It states that the
problem with current signal recognition is that the signal is split up incorrectly and that the
loss of information caused by this process leads to the problems of modem automated speech
recognition (ASR) systems. Using a new technique it is now possible to preserve the
continuity of the signal and find characteristics of the source of the sound, which is used to
separate the signal from the noise.
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1.2 Speech

When people listen to speech while a truck passes by, they can still make out which part of the
sound belongs to the talking human and which belongs to the truck. This is because human's
sound production system (consisting of vocal cords, throat, tongue, mouth and nose) has
certain characteristics that make the sounds it produces distinctly different from most other
sounds. A major feature of periodic speech is that one particular frequency, along with
multiples of this frequency, is distinctly present in the signal. These frequencies are called
harmonics. Because of the way the speech production system is built (it can be seen as a half
open tube), some frequencies are damped and others are amplified. The length and shape of
the tube can be varied (think of tongue, jaw and lip movements) which results in the
production of different sounds. This is how people speak.

The preferred frequencies for a half-
PRESSURE

frequencies (call them such that:

___

C opentubewillbeallthose

the length of the tube is 1/4 the

tube is 3/4 the wavelength of X, orPRESSURE

wavelength of X, or the length of the

the length of the tube is 5/4 the
wavelength of X, and so on. (This is
often called the odd-quarters law.)
This means the second resonating
frequency will be three times higherPRESSURE

13 5I
than the first, the next will be five
times higher, and so on. For a half-

_______________________

open tube that is 17 cm long (a
typical length for an adult males

PRESSURE t vocal tract), the preferred

____________________________

frequencies are 500 Hz, 1500 Hz,
2500 Hz, 3500 Hz, and so on.

Figure 1-2: Explanation of how a ha If open tube lets through some frequencies and damps
others. Source: (2)

human's sound
production system _, h1 / h6

or
half open tube -

f
to_/

Vocal fold: Speech:
harmonic spectrum harmonic spectrum

Figure 1-3: Illustration of how a half open tube lets through some frequencies and damps others.
Source: (1)
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An important feature of speech (or sound in general) is that it cannot change infinitely fast.
This is simply because the speech production system is a physical system that cannot change
shape infinitely fast. With this knowledge of the human speech production system it is now
possible to separate periodic speech from many types of noise.

The characteristics of human speech are most obvious in the voiced parts. The unvoiced parts,
however, contain a continuum of frequencies and can often not be reliably separated from
aperiodic noise. With bottom-up information, they can however often be estimated when the
recognition system knows what to look for. As a consequence it would be possible to predict
the voiceless parts in the signal, using the knowledge of the voiced parts of it. Knowing what
can be expected helps when searching for evidence in the signal if a particular speech sound is
actually hidden in the input. Below is a cochleogram of the phrase "jaar tweeduizendtwintig"
("year twothousandtwenty").

4

time in frames (100 frames = 0.5 sec.)

Figure 1-4: A cochleogram of the phrase jaar tweeduizendtwintig (year twothousand twenty).
The parts that are recognizable in noise are circled.
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Figure 1-5: The same phrase in noise. As can be seen, most of the ci rcled parts in Figure 1-4 are still
'isible. The rest of the signal is more or less masked by the noise and has to be analysed in more
detail. Masking of sounds depends on the type of noise. in this case the lower frequencies are masked
by blowing into the microphone.



1.3 Language modeling and speech recognition

(source: Speech and Language processing — Jurafsky & Martin)
A language model contains statistical data about a language. Language models are used when
information about a language is needed in cases where a prediction has to be made. Examples
of these cases are Optical Character Recognition (OCR), automated spelling correction, and
automated speech recognition. Not all kinds of models can be used for any purpose. The trick
is to create a model that is easy and fast to work with, and contains useful information. This
section contrasts current speech recognition with a proposed approach, using language
modeling.
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1.3.1 Current speech recognition

In current speech recognition, Hidden Markov Models are used to model the pronunciation of
phonemes. For each segment of about 2Oms, a description (a vector) of the signal is created
and matched against many templates of phonemes. Depending on several parameters (which
can be a minimum probability, a maximum of candidates, and the probability of building a
word with these phonemes), candidates are activated (starting with all phonemes), which all
compete for membership of the most probable output sequence. When the end of the signal is
reached, the path to the most probable endstate is traced backwards to find the optimal
sequence of phonemes and thus the right prediction. Figure 1-6 shows how for the phoneme
lp/in the word "put", /pl, /11 and lid are competing (when the signal begins, all phonemes are
compared to the signal, after that candidates are ruled out). As the signal continues, more
evidence is found for a lp/ and hence the /p/is the winner. A large problem with this approach
is that the templates with which the signal is compared are fixed after training, and training
usually involves circumstances that differ from the current situation. This means that when
noise is in the background, the speech recognizer tries to find a template that includes the
noise, which is not a part of the signal. Figure 1-6, shows that when laughing is presented, the
best match is chosen, even though its vector is nothing like the vector built for the signal. Still,
because it matches the input the most, the system thinks it is ID/ (the voiced "th" sound).
Because an extra criterium is that words must be formed with the recognized phonemes, the
speech recognizer produces "the" and "that" as output.

Ipi Ipi

Isi 1sf

IDI

1k! 1k]

Figure 1-6: The algorithm of a Hidden Markov model, represented in diagram form. The rectangles
represent pieces of 2Oms from the input signal and contain vectors of(in this example purely random)
numbers.Al! the blue and green rectangles are compared to the ones in the input signal. The green
rectangles are a (close enough) match and are accepted. The blue rectangles are rejected, which
results in red (untested) rectangles after them. As the input signal continues, more candidates are
discarded until the best match is chosen, even when the best match is hardly a match at all.
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1.3.2 The new approach

The new approach, used by HuQ is the following: with CPSP, several charasteristics in the
signals are spotted. For example, for the voiceless plosives (/p/, It' and /k!), an onset is
searched for, and a burst of energy after that. For the /p/, the energy is in the lower half of the
cochleogram. For the It! the onset is sharper than for the /p/, while for the /k! the onset is less
sharp. Also, after the onset, the It! has its energy higher in the cochleogram than the other
plosives. During voiced phonemes, ridges can be found, which are representations of the
harmonics, which are explained in 1.2. With this evidence, voiced phonemes (especially
vowels) can be recognized with relative certainty (even in noise). The main difference with
HM\ls is that Continuity Preserving Signal Processing works with features that are
characteristic for the source of the sound, and that HMNIs don't. This makes CPSP more
robust that HMMs. An onset is the result of a small closure of the channel through which air
floats when a human being speaks. The energy after the onset is the release of the energy that
was built up during this closure.

1p/
I

___________________

It!

/kJ.

Figure 1-7: An example of which characteristics are typical for
Ipi, It/and 7k!. The squares are abstract representations of
cochleograms, with the time on the x-axis and the frequency on
the v-axis. The red areas indicate a high energy level in time
and frequency. The It/has a sharper onset than the Ip!, while
the 7k/has a more fuzzy onset.
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Figure 1-8: A cochleogram
of the word "maten"
(measures), no noise
added. It is seen that the Iii
has a sharp onset and its
energy in the top ha If of the
cochleogram (red circle).
This is what can be looked

for when is is niasked in
noise.

To exploit this, a language model was created that can help to find the voiceless phonemes in
the signal, based on knowledge from the voiced part. The way of modeling chosen for this
purpose is N-grams. N-grams are widely used in natural language processing, where words
are predicted based on the previous N-I words. In this work, instead of words, phonemes are
predicted. Three different models are built, and compared for their usefulness.

• The first model is the simplest one, and contains unigrams. It contains no knowledge
about previous or next phonemes, only the probabilities of phonemes given their
category (the categories here are voiced and voiceless).

• The second model uses more information. It contains statistical information about
phonemes at the beginning and end of a voiceless sequence. Not only single phonemes
are stored, like in the previous model, but also sequences of phonemes.

• The third model uses the most information. Not only are probabilities for phonemes at
the beginning calculated, but also knowledge about which voiced sequence was found
before and afterwards. Chapter 3 will provide more information about these three
models, and the agorithni to test them.

These models are all built on phoneme level, new models could be created for words, and he
used in a similar way as the models on phoneme level. They will be tested for their usefulness
in the prediction of phonemes and phoneme sequences in speech automated speech
recognition. These predictions can occur forwards or backwards, depending on the knowledge
in the model.

9
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Chapter 2: Data

This chapter presents the data used in this research. Three corpora will be presented:
The TI digits, the IFA corpus and the Spoken Dutch Corpus.

2.1 Tldigits

The AURORA subgroup of Distributed Speech Recognition (DSR) Applications and
Protocols is a group of researchers from several telephone manufacturing companies, and their
goal is to develop a way to encode speech as it is going into the telephone so that it can be
sent without noise to the receiver. Nowadays, during transmission, information is lost and this
reduces the probability of automated speech recognizers to correctly recognize what is
transmitted. If speech is efficiently encoded in a way that captures all the necessary features
required for recognition, noiseless transmission is possible, which facilitates automated
recognition. The AURORA subgroup proposed the AURORA test, which was then set up by
researchers and companies who were occupied with the development of automated speech
recognizers (such as HuQ). The domain of the test is the Texas Instruments (TI) digits. These
are the digits 1 through 9, zero and oh. Training and test data consists of sequences made of
these digits in random order, with noise added in several Signal to Noise Ratios (SNRs).
Noise consists of the typical noise heard during telephone calls, like cars, trains, planes,
people speaking etc.
Today, the AURORA test is an international recognized standard of performance, even
though its domain is extremely small and has hardly anything in common with natural
language. Still, for a company, not being able to present high scores on the AURORA test is
not a good sign in the world of robust automated speech recognition.
This is why apart from other databases, which do contain natural language, among the other
databases the AURORA database will be used in this research. Also, because its domain is
very small, this database will be used as a consistency check for the analysis. It will not return
in the main text, but it can be found in the technical report, which contains explanations about
the Perl scripts written in this research.

The names of the files in the AURORA database are consistent with what is spoken. This fact
was used to build a database with these training sequences in phonetic transcription.
For transcribing the filenames the following list was used:

one w-V-n Since for phonetic transcription it is neither

two
Figure 2-1: possible nor useful to include noise, only the

three T-r-i: . clean signals in the training data were transcribed.
four f-O:-r transcriptions for It was also a possibility to transcribe all the
five f-al-v the TI digits, in training data, which would only have created a
six s-I-k-s SAMPA. The
seven s-E-v-n Dutch SAMPA larger database of the same data. It would not

eight eI-t phonemes and have affected the output of the script.
nine n-al-n their sounds are

zero zi@-r-@U
th append&r
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2.2 IFA spoken language corpus

One of the corpora that will be used will be the IFA spoken language corpus. It can be found
at (3). It consists of 8 speakers, 4 men and 4 women in the ages from 15 to 66, and several
speaking styles:

• An informal story about a vacation (VI)
• Retelling a previously read story (FR)
• Reading aloud a narrative story (FT)
• Reading aloud their vacation story (VT)
• Reading aloud a random list of sentences from the narrative story (FS)
• Reading aloud a random list of sentences from their vacation story (VS)
• Reading aloud sentences in which all the words we replaced by words from the

narrative story, with the same POS tags (PS)
• Reading aloud a list of words selected from the text
• Reading aloud a list of all distinct syllables from the text
• Reading aloud a collection of letters, numbers and hVd, and VCV sequences (where V

stands for vowel and C for consonant)

The texts which were read were a Dutch version of "The north wind and the sun" and
"Joringel und Jorinde"; the informal story was about their vacation.
The texts were split into phonemes automatically and transcribed according to CELEX (for
information about what CELEX is, see section paragraph 2.4), by 7 students who had not
done this before. This was done because trained people tend to transcribe according to their
own experience and assumptions. The result was a database with 52000 words.

This database will be used even though the possibility exists that it is not a reliable
representation of the Dutch language (this is tested in Chapter 4) and will therefore not suffice
when used in speech recognition in large domains. Nevertheless this corpus will be used,
since corpora with phonetically transcribed fluent speech are scarce.
The IFA corpus had to undergo several adaptations for it to be useful for this research.
Information on this can be found in Appendix B.



23 The Spoken Dutch Corpus

The Spoken Dutch Corpus Project is aimed at the construction of a database of contemporary standard Dutch as
spoken by adults in the Netherlands and Flanders. Upon completion, the corpus will contain approximately ten
million words, two thirds of which originate from the Netherlands and one third from Flanders. The Spoken
Dutch Corpus comprises a large number of samples of (recorded) spoken text. In all about 1,000 hours of
speech. The entire corpus will be transcribed orthographically, while the transcripts will be linked to the speech
files. The orthographic transcript is used as the starting-point for the lemmatization and part-of-speech tagging
of the corpus. For a selection of one million words it is envisaged that a (verified) broad phonetic transcription
will be produced, while for this part of the corpus also the alignment of the transcripts and the speech files will
be verified at the word level. In addition, a selection of one million words will be annotated syntactically.
Finally, a more modest part of the corpus, approximately 250,000 words, will be enriched with a prosodic
annotation.

Parts of the corpus are already made available in the course of the project through intermediate releases that
appear at regular six month intervals. The first five releases are already available. The remaining intermediate
release is expected to come out in November 2002. The complete corpus will be available in the fall of 2003

(The Dutch Language Union, 2002)

The data in the Spoken Dutch Corpus consists of:

• Conversations (face to face)
• Interviews
• Interviews and discussions
• Discussions, debates and meetings
• Lessons
• Spontaneous comments
• Topicality columns, reports
• News bulletins
• Examinations, comments
• Lectures, speeches
• Read aloud text

Apart from the IFA corpus this corpus will be used extensively, so that the differences and
similarities between corpora can be seen. Not everything in the database is phonetically
transcribed; only the part that is, will be used. Since at the time of this research the final
edition was not available, release 5 (April 2002) was used. The database had to be edited
before use, details on this can be found in appendix C.

Table 2-1: Classifications in the corpus

Classified as spontaneous Classified as read aloud
facultaire gezamenhijke vergadering Blindenbibliotheek

lokale radio ANP Bulletin

lezing Radioprogramma: Radio 1 middagjournaal
interview met leerkracht Nederlands Radioprogramma: Radio 1 avondjournaal

tweede kamer
spontane spraak: brede subcorpus
zakelijke onderhandelingen
Radioprogramma

time 13:16:07 1:57:02
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Chapter 3: Method

This chapter explains how three ways of modeling a corpus are compared, to determine which
one is most useful for the improvement of speech recognition. In paragraph 1.3, language
models were introduced. This chapter builds onto this introduction, explaining the building of
the models and the testing method. In this paper, the default known category of the phonemes
is voiced and the default unknown category is voiceless, but all scripts make models which do
not make assumptions about which category the phoneme is in is known. This means that the
output can also be used to predict the other way around. Table 3-1 contains the phonemes
found in the corpora and their classifications.

Table 3-1: The categories voiced and voiceless, and their phonemes

voiced a- e— b d g v z G h Z m

n N 1 r w j I E A 0 Y

@ i y u a: e: 2: 0: è Ei 9y

Au a:i o:i ui iu yu E: 9: 0: 0—

voiceless p t k f s x S gil

It is assumed that all possible sequences of voiceless phonemes can occur in the corpora, the most
common will be the single phonemes, and combinations with /t/, for It! is used in the third person
singular of a verb.
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3.1 Models

Three ways of modeling the corpora are discussed here. The difference between the models
lies in the amount of knowledge used in building them.

3.1.1 The first model, single phonemes

The first model is the simplest model and will be called the default model. The model contains
unigrams of single phonemes. Each phoneme has a probability of occurring, knowing the
category it is in. So, when an alphabet contains 40 phonemes, the list of unigrams also
contains 40 lines. On these lines, a phoneme is found, with its probability. To calculate
probabilities, every phoneme in the corpus is counted and divided by the total number of
phonemes in that category. For example: in Table 3-2 the It! has a probability of occurring
33% of the time when it is known that the phoneme looked for is voiceless. When it is known
that the phoneme to be predicted is voiced, the /@/ has a probability of 15%.

Table 3-2: Illustrating the knowledge used in the default mode4 containing only single phonemes.
These are the 7 most common phonemes in the SDC (voiced and voiceless, for no assumption is made
about which category is known in recognition).

Before Phoneme After

Probabfllty,
knowing the
category

Unknown t Unknown 0.33
Unknown s Unknown 0.18
Unknown k Unknown 0.16
Unknown @ Unknown 0.15
Unknown x Unknown 0.11

Unknown n Unknown 0.10
Unknown f Unknown 0.08

14



3.1.2 The second model, phoneme sequences

The first model did not have much knowledge. It did not know what the context of a phoneme
was, it only knew that the current phoneme in the sequence it was supposed to predict was
voiced or voiceless, and it knew the probabilities of the phonemes it could predict. The second
model has a bit more information about context. It either knows which category was before
the sequence that is to be predicted, or which category is behind it. This means that it has
extra information about where a phoneme is likely to occur (before or after a voiced part), so
that predictions can occur forward but also backward.
The model contains unigrams, of single phonemes and phoneme sequences. The algorithm for
creating the model is this: The corpus is again split up into voiced and voiceless parts. Each
voiced and voiceless part is stored in one of the two files "first" and "second". The file "first"
contains voiceless sequences, preceded by a voiced part, or voiced parts preceded by a
voiceless part. The file "second" contains voiceless sequences succeeded by a voiced
sequence and voiced sequences succeeded by a voiced sequence. Because in the test data, the
entire sequence can not always be found, phonemes are cut off (at the end in the file "first"
and the beginning in the file "second") and this sequence is stored as well, as is done with the
bigrams. This means that in the file "first" a sequence Is-ti can be stored, but because Is-ti
might not be in the test data, 1st is also stored. When the sequence Is-ti is stored in the file
"second", It! is also stored, because "second" contains phonemes at the end of a signal to be
predicted. Of course, when applying this algorithm, single phonemes have the largest
probability. The total number of sequences is counted, and for each sequence its probability is
calculated. Table 3-3 shows the knowledge used in the file "first". Table 3-4 shows the file
"second". Together, the files are the second language model.

Table 3-3: Illustrating the knowledge used in the second model, the file "first ". It contains single
phonemes and phoneme sequences

Before Phoneme After Probability
voiced t Unknown 0.34

voiceless @ Unknown 0.24

voiced k Unknown 0.20

voiced s Unknown 0.18

voiced x Unknown 0.11

voiced f Unknown 0.07

voiceless A Unknown 0.07

voiced p Unknown 0.07

voiceless I Unknown 0.06

voiceless 0: Unknown 0.05

voiceless 0 Unknown 0.05

voiceless w Unknown 0.05

voiceless E Unknown 0.05

voiceless r Unknown 0.05

voiced s-t Unknown 0.04
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Table 3-4: Illustrating the knowledge used in the second model, the file second ". It contains single
phonemes and phoneme sequences

Before Phoneme(s) After Probability
Unknown t voiced 0.36

Unknown @ voiceless 0.19

Unknown k voiced 0.17

Unknown s voiced 0.16

Unknown x voiced 0.11

Unknown A voiceless 0.11

Unknown n voiceless 0.10

Unknown f voiced 0.09

Unknown I voiceless 0.08

Unknown p voiced 0.06

Unknown E voiceless 0.05

Unknown a: voiceless 0.05

Unknown r voiceless 0.05

Unknown sil voiced 0.05

Unknown i voiceless 0.05

Unknown 0 voiceless 0.05

Unknown s t voiced 0.05
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3.13 The third model, bigrams

The third model contains bigrains, in which one part of the bigram is a known part, and the
other part is the part to be predicted. Here, context, the place in the signal, and the knowledge
about the voiced part is used. This model is much like model two, except for one thing: in the
files, not only the part to be predicted is stored, but also the part that is known. This is why the
elements are called bigrams instead of unigrams. One part of the bigram is voiced (known)
and one part is voiceless (unknown). The exact method for building such a file is outlined in
the technical report, chapter 1, but the bottom line is this: The corpus is split into voiced and
voiceless parts, according to an alphabet file with categories and phonemes that belong to
them. The alphabet file in this research contains a voiced and a voiceless category. Pairs are
created in which a sequence of voiceless phonemes is followed by a sequence of voiced
phonemes, or a sequence of voiceless phonemes is followed by a sequence of voiced
phonemes. These pairs are called bigrams and are stored in two files called
"voiced_voiceless", and "voiceless_voiced" according to the order of phoneme sequences.
The bigrams are counted, as well as the occurrences of their voiced parts, and their voiceless
parts. With these numbers, probabilities can be calculated. When a bigram (/a:/,/tJ) is found
once, and the voiced Ia:! is found twice in the entire corpus, P( It! I voiced_part_preceding(/t/)
= Ia:!) = 50 percent. Because in the test data, not always the entire known part is found,
phonemes are taken off and the bigram is stored again. So for the bigram (/a:-r/,/s-t/), (/r/,/t/),
(/a:-r/,/sf) and (/r/,/s-tJ) are also stored. Of course, shorter phoneme sequences are more
common and will therefore have a higher probability than longer phoneme sequences, just like
in the second model. With this algorithm, a model is created with which knowledge about one
part of the bigram can be used to make predictions about the other part.

Table 3-5: Illustrating knowledge used in model three, sorted by frequency of the entire bigram, and
thus by reliability.

Before Phoneme(s) After Frequency bigram Frequency unknown part Probability
Unknown t @ 7426 17997 0.41

A t Unknown 4479 8352 0.54

@ t Unknown 4127 14283 0.29

fl t Unknown 3962 7075 0.56

@ k Unknown 3213 14283 0.22
Unknown x @ 3006 17997 0.17
Unknown k @ 2849 17997 0.16

@ s Unknown 2765 14283 0.19
I k Unknown 2718 6016 0.45

d-A t Unknown 2624 3263 0.80

Unknown s @ 2257 17997 0.13

@ x Unknown 2067 14283 0.14

I s Unknown 2055 6016 0.34

i t Unknown 1991 3944 0.50
a: t Unknown 1818 3901 0.47

Unknown t W 1796 3560 0.50
Unknown t I 1767 4090 0.43

n s Unknown 1698 7075 0.24

Unknown f A 1638 5535 0.30
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3.2 Testing the models

The three models discussed above are to be tested for usefulness in the improvement of
speech recognition via a reduction of the uncertainty during the recognition process. This
section explains the methods (there are two, one for the default model and one for the other
two) used for testing this usefulness. In the technical report, chapter 8, the script for doing this
is explained in detail and tested, this section explains the main algorithm. To quantify the
perfonnance of a model, the number of trials used to predict the entire (voiceless part of a)
signal correctly, is used. Each time a test is done, to see whether the phoneme predicted is
actually (J)art of) the signal, is called a trial. In this paper, knowing whether the correct
phoneme is predicted is easy: the predicted phoneme is compared to the phoneme in the signal
cause the speech recognizer is a simulation, all signals are text, the current phoneme is a
character of the SAMPA alphabet (see appendix A) and the phoneme to be tested too). In a
reallife situation, this is not so easy, and hypotheses are formed instead of reaching certainty,
but in this research, certainty about a voiceless phoneme is always reached.

The corpus is split into ten parts, in such a way that domains are distributed evenly, nine parts
to be trained with, and one part to be tested with. These ten parts are rotated, so that each part
is tested once. The test corpus is split into voiced and voiceless parts. The voiced parts are the
known parts, the voiceless parts are to be predicted by the three models. With each model, a
list of possible voiceless parts is created, these are all candidates for the right prediction.
There are two methods for predicting the signal (and thus testing the model), which will be
explained in the next section.
For better understanding in the different situations, some terms are explained. A list of
voiceless sequences to be tested is called a list of candidates. The word "trial" is used for
trying whether a candidate is the correct one. Using no information in predicting is called an
uninformed search. Here the default model is used, in a linear search, because the place of the
phonemes is not known. Using a little information is called a partially informed search, in
which the model with voiceless phoneme sequences is used in a bidirectional search, and a
search using all information is called a fully informed search. This search uses the model with
the bigrams, and is also bidirectional.

Table 3-6: Illustrating the terms in testing

Using
Information?

A run of trials to make the right
prediction

Characteristics of search

no uninformed search linear

yes, but not all partially informed search bidirectional

yes, all fully search bidirectional with knowledge about voiced part(s)
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3.2.1 Method 1: The uninformed search (linear)

Because this model does not contain any information about parts that predict the other parts or
the place of the phonemes in the signal, the signal to be predicted is predicted in a linear way.
For each phoneme in the signal, a number of trials is required to find the right one. These
trials are all added to yield the total number of trials. The list of candidates is sorted by
probability and ranks are given to the candidates.

t 1

sil 2

S 3

x 4

k 5

p 6

7

S 8

Figure 3-1: A list of
single phonemes and
the number of trials
needed to predict them
correctly. This data is
from the small IFA
corpus.

Table 3-7. Illustrating the trials needed to predict
It-sill with the default model

Signal It-sill
Predicting first phoneme
Trial 1 It) Correct
Predicting second phoneme
Trial 1 It) Incorrect
Trial 2 /sil/ Correct
Total 3 trials

When for example the sequence It-sill has to be predicted, for the /tJ, only one trial is needed,
for the /silJ 2. which makes the total number of trials 3 for the entire sequence.

I

I

I
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4/k! 4/p1
tine WI fl5 (100 as - 0.5 usc)

4/k/ 4/s/4/tJ4/s/-*/U 4 /t!
Figure 3-2: Illustrating a linear search for voiceless phonemes using model 1. The
phrase uttered here is the subordinate clause "computer in de kast staat"
(computer is in the cupboard).



3.2.2 Method 2: The partially and fully informed searches (bidirectional)

The models used here have knowledge about which part is predicted from where (front or
back). This knowledge is also used in the searches. From the files with the bigrains or
unigrams (depending on which model is used), two lists of candidates are created. One of
these lists contains sequences that are predicted by the voiced part that preceded the voiceless
part, the other list contains voiceless sequences that are predicted by the voiced parts
succeeding them. These lists of candidates are mixed, and sorted according to probability. In
this way, the parts that have a higher probability to predict (part of) the signal are given
priority. In the new list it is of course remembered whether the front or the back of the signal
is predicted. An example of how this is is stored is seen in Table 3-8. This list is run through
as can be seen in Table 3-9. From this point in the algorithm there is no difference between
the partially informed and the fully informed search. The same function can be used for both
searches.
Each candidate is tested for correctness, and the appropriate action is taken. When the
phoneme is correct, this is stored, when a phoneme is incorrect, this is also stored, as to
prevent double searches. The entire voiceless part between voiced parts is predicted when
there are no parts that are not classified as belonging to a phoneme. When all candidates are
tested, and the right prediction is not made, the default situation is called for. The number of
trials in the default situation is taken, added to the number of trials done so far (with the
exception of candidates that were tried twice) to yield the total number of trials.

Table 3-8: A list of candidates to predict a voiceless sequence of phonemes. The first phoneme to be
tested is a It!, predicted from the part after the current part and thus at the end of the signaL The next
phoneme is also a It! but predicted from the part before the current part and thus at the beginning of
the signaL The rest of the phonemes is tested in an analogous way.

Prediction
Search forward
or backward Probability

t b 0.36
t f 0.34
k f 0.20
s f 0.18
k b 0.17
s b 0.16
x b 0.12
x f 0.11

f b 0.09
f f 0.08

p f 0.07

p b 0.06
sil b 0.05

St b 0.05

St f 0.04

ts f 0.04

ts b 0.03
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Table 3-9: An example of a partially, or fully informed search. After combining the two lists of
candidates, the algorithms are alike. Using the list in Table 3-8, It-sill is predicted in 8 trials.

Signal It-siV

Trial 1 /t!, b(ackward) Incorrect
Knowledge not I... -V

Trial 2 /t!, f(orward) Correct
Knowledge not!.. .-t/, /t-....!
TrIal 3 lk/, b(ackward) Incorrect
Knowledge /t-... .1, not I.. .-t/, not I... -kJ
Trial 4 1sf, b(ackward) Incorrect
Knowledge It-...!, not I.. .-tJ, not !. . .-kl, not!..
Trial 5 /W, b(ackward) Incorrect

Knowledge
It-...!. not I... -tJ, not I... -k/, not I.. .-s/, not
I.. .-xJ

Trial 6 /x/, f(orward) Not tested because of knowledge It-.. .1

Trial 6 !f,', b(ackward) Incorrect

Knowledge
It-...!, not I... -t/, not I.. .-k/, not I.. .-s/, not
I.. .-x/, not!... -f I

Trial 7 If!, f(orward) Not tested because of knowledge /t-...!
TrIal 7 /p/. f(orward) Not tested because of knowledge It-...!
TrIal 7 /p!, b(ackward) Incorrect

Knowledge
It-...!, not I.. .-t/, not I.. .-k/, not I.. .-s,', not
I... -x/, not I... -ff, not I... -p1

Trial 8 /sil/, b(ackward) Correct
Total 8 trials for the entire voiceless sequence

The first trial is a It! at the and of the signal, which is incorrect (because it is a /sil/). This
knowledge is stored. The second trial is also a /1/, but at the beginning of a signal. This is
correct. The next three trials are respectively the /k!, /s!, and /x/ at the end of the signal. They
are all incorrect. The sixth trial would have been a /x/ at the beginning of the signal, but it is
already known that the beginning is a It!, so /x/ is not tested. Then the If! at the end of the
signal is tested, and is incorrect. The /fJ and the /p/ for the beginning of the signal are not
tested, it is still known that it is a It!. The eighth trial is a /sil/ at the end of the signal. No part
of the voiceless signal is unknown, and therefore the result is 8 trials. As opposed to the first
method, where predicting is linear, predictions here are made from both sides. This is more
efficient than the first method. It may seem in the example illustrated above, that phoneme
sequences are never tested, because before it is their turn, the signal has already been
predicted, and are thus useless. This is not the case. When, for example a sequence of 3
phonemes is to be predicted (for example It-s-sill) the middle phoneme has to be predicted by
either one of the sides. The side that has the highest probability will predict it the first (this is
either It-si predicted forwards, or /s-sil/ predicted backwards). This will surely happen before
the entire sequence of the three phonemes is found in the model (no matter whether it will be
predicted forwards or backwards).
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1k! 4- /0-mi - Ipi 4- Ij-u/ - It! /@-r-I-n-d-@/ - 1k] IA] -3 /s-t-s-t/ 4- Ia:! -3 lt/

Figure 3-3: illustrating the bidirectional search, using models 2 and 3. The phrase uttered
here is the subordinate clause "computer in de kast staat" (computer is in the cupboard).
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Chapter 4: Reliability of the language models

This chapter tests the fully informed language model for reliability, which in practice means
that the sizes of the corpora are checked. When a corpus is too small and thus not
representative for the spoken Dutch, its model is not robust and cannot be used in speech
recognition. The fully informed model is chosen here, because it is assumed to be the most
useful model in speech recognition. With this test, an impression of how representative a
corpus is for a language is made.
Section 4.1 explains the method of testing, after which 4.2 states hypotheses. In 4.3 results are
presented and conclusions are drawn.

4.1 Method

Even if the corpora are a good representation of the Dutch language, not all output from the
bigrams script can be considered reliable. A probability of a bigram is not reliable if the
number of occurrences of that bigram in the corpus is too small.
To define whether a probability is reliable or not, the following actions are performed:

- The corpus is split in two, in such a way that both parts represent the same domains,
but different data. This is accomplished by splitting the even sentences in the corpus
from the odd ones. The bigrams script is applied to all three files (the whole corpus,
and its two parts) to create voiced_voiceless and voiceless voiced files. In both
corpora, the silences in the text are known, which is not the case with recognition in
noise, and therefore the silence is classified as a voiceless phoneme, so that it can be
predicted.

- Per part of the corpus the two bigram files are concatenated and sorted according to
frequency of the (whole) bigrams, while information that is not used is thrown away.
For every bigram, probabilities are stored for both forward and backward prediction.
Only one of these is required.

- For every bigram in the large (sorted) list, its probability is compared to the ones of the
bigrams in the other two (sorted) lists, and the average absolute difference is
calculated. After this, this difference is divided by the probability of the bigram in the
large list (and multiplied by 100) to make the relative difference (as percentage). The
results are smoothed with a window of 100 because of the large variations in the data.
A graph is drawn with the results. With this graph, a maximum relative difference can
be chosen, which corresponds with a certain rank (because the list is sorted by
frequency). When using the bigrams list, the probabilities of the bigrams in the top of
the list (up to that rank) can be assumed to be reliable with a maximum relative
deviation of the chosen percentage. In 4.3 this will be illustrated with the corpora.

Percentage — total - Percentage — parti + Percentage — total - Percentage — part2
(2* Percentage _total)! 100

Equation 4-1: Formula for calculating the relative differences between the two parts of the
corpus and the corpus itself
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- When the rank of the bigram with the last acceptable probability is known (this rank is
chosen subjectively), it is useful to know how much of the corpus can be predicted
with the bigrams in this top of the bigrams list. A script was written to calculate these
numbers. Per bigram it computes how much data is explained in the corpus. Data
cannot be explained twice, and when having worked through the entire bigram list,
100% coverage is reached (for more details about the script see the technical report,
chapter 4). A graph is plotted with these results, so that the percentage of coverage can
be found for the top of the bigrams list with a certain length. When this percentage is
too small (which is also a subjective measure), one should reconsider using the corpus
as a basis for speech recognition.

4.2 Hypotheses

It is expected that the SDC will be more reliable than the WA corpus, because it has many
more domains, and it is 60 times as large as the WA corpus in size, it had 50 times more
bigram types, and 66 times more bigram tokens. Therefore it is expected that average
differences for the smaller corpus will increase much faster than the ones for the large corpus,
which means that less data is reliable below a certain boundary. It also means that the IFA
corpus is not a good representation of spoken Dutch, and can therefore not be used in speech
recognition. As for the SDC, it is expected to be a good representation of spoken Dutch.

4.3 Results and conclusions

The input for the bigrams script was on the one hand the part called "VI,, of the WA corpus,
which contained stories of vacation trips, which are told spontaneously and on the other hand
the spontaneous part of the Spoken Dutch Corpus (A table of classifications is found in Table
2-1). To illustrate the differences between the two corpora, graphs will be plotted separately
and compared. Table 4-1, shows the differences in size between the two.

Table 4-1: Illustrating the difference in size between the 2 corpora.

Corpus size in kB

IFA 17

SDC 983

The relative differences between the probabilities of the bigrams in the two halves and the
probability in the whole corpus are plotted against the ranks of the bigrams. As can be seen
for the IFA corpus, the difference is at least 50% after around 1750. This means that from
there, probabilities of the bigrams are 0 in either one of the parts. Logically, in Figure 4-1 it is
shown that from that point, only one occurrence of every bigram is found in the corpus, which
has to occur in either one of the two smaller parts.
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IFA: Average dillerence between
the whole corpus and the two parts

Figure 4-1: The average difference between the Iwo parts of the
IFA corpus and the whole corpus. From 1750, the dfference is at
least 50%

Also, the average relative difference can rise to as much as 300%. This is illustrated in the
next example: As can be seen in Table 4-2. the bigram "f,i-d" has a difference in probability
of 100 percent in part 1, and a difference of probability of 500% in part 2. The average
difference is therefore 300%. This can of course only happen when both parts are in no way a
good representation of the whole corpus, which means that the corpus is probably not a good
representation itself in that area.

Table 4-2: Evplaining the peaks in the graph. It seems as f 5 occurrences of i-d are missing, but since
the bigram /f,i-d/ is not found. so in the information for If i-dJ (which is none), there is no information
about the occurrences ofli-di. In other bigrams containing /i-d the occurrence of li-di would be 5.

f,i-d Frequency of f,i-d Frequency of i-d Probability Difference in percentage
Whole corpus 1 6 0.16667

Part 1 0 0 0 IO-O.166671/(O.16667/100)=100
Part2 1 1 1 IO.16667-1I/)0.16667/100)=500

For the Spoken Dutch corpus, the data could not be plotted in one graph; therefore the data
was split into three parts, which are plotted in the three separate graphs below. The "hole"
between 23124 and 28129, is a coincidence, after 48782, the frequency of bigrams is no more
than 1, so the average has to be 50 a least, before this point it depends on how the corpus was
split (it means that both occurrences are in one part).

Figure 4-2: The average difference
between the two parts of the SDC and the
whole corpus.
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SOC: M.rsg. difbr.ncs bn
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th. whots coipus and tus two parts

Figure 4-3: The average difference
between the tit'o parts of the SDC and
the whole corpus.

Figure 4-4: The average difference
between the two parts of the SDC
and the whole corpus.

Because the variation in the differences is very high, the data for both corpora are smoothed
with a window of 100 (bigrams), and plotted again. Smoothing means that at rank 100, the
average of the first 100 bigrams is taken, at 101, the average of bigrams 2-101, etc. For the
first 100 bigrams, for bigram no. X the average of the first X bigrams is taken.

Figure 4-5: The average difference
between the two parts of the IFA
corpus and the whole corpus,
smoothed with a linear window of 100
bigrams.
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Figure 4-6: The average difference
between the two parts of the SDC and
the whole corpus, smoothed with a
linear window of 100 bigrams. Only the
first 32(X)0 data points are plotted.

With these graphs it is possible to determine the rank at which the average relative difference
is the largest acceptable. As an example, in this paper 20% is taken. This value is of course
subjective to personal criteria. Using Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 it is possible to determine the
ranks at which this value is passed for the first time. For the IFA corpus this is 186 and for the
SDC it is 5854 (this can be seen in the zoomed in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8, the exact
numbers can however only be found in the original smoothed files)

IFA corpuw Avirags dlflsrsnos bstw.in Vii wholi corpiw
and Vii two pir (....o..Ii.d wiVi a linsar window of I00

SOC: Av.vags diV.,.nc. b.tw..n Vi. whol. corpus and Vi.
two psfls (auuth.d withs Iln.ar window of 1005

After this the frequencies of the bigrams are plotted against their ranks. This was done with
the frequencies on a logarithmic scale. The graph for the WA corpus stops at 1474, after this
point all frequencies are 1. For the SDC this is 25680.
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Figure 4-7: A close up of the first 200 data
points of Figure 4-5, to determine where
the 20% threshold is passed for the first
time

Figure 4-8: A close up of the first 6000
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where the 20% threshold is passed for the
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SDC: Frequencies of bigrams

Figure 4-9: The frequencies of the
bigrams plotted against their ranks in
the large corpus file of the IFA corpus.
the first 1500 data points.

Figure 4-10: The frequencies of the
bigrams plotted against their ranks in
the large corpus file of the SDC: the
first 30000 data points. For technical
reasons if was not possible to plot the
graph until the frequency of! was
reached.

The frequency of the bigram at rank number 186 in the IFA corpus is 8; the frequency of the
bigram at rank number 5854 in the SDC is 12. This means that for a bigram to have a
probability that is accurate within 20% of itself has to occur 8, respectively 12 times in the
training corpus. The difference between these numbers is due to the size of the corpora.

Now that we know how many probabilities we can use with certainty (which is a value we
have defined ourselves and can be changed at any time), it would be useful to know how
much of the corpus (as a percentage) is explained by the bigrams in top of the list of that
length. Graphs that show these percentages are Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12. For every point
in the bigrams list, the percentage of the corpus that is covered by the bigrams until then is
calculated and plotted.
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For the IFA corpus, 60.55 % of the corpus is covered by the bigrams with a probability that is
reliable within 20 of itself. The coverage reaches a percentage of 100 at rank 6776, which
means that the last 871 bigrams (there were 7499 bigrams) are not really needed in
predictions, but could be useful when long voiced parts are found. For the SDC, this is
79,25'%. it is not known when the percentage of 100% is reached, for the bigrams list was too
long to calculate this, but 90% is covered by the first 49290 bigrams. All of these bigrams
occurred twice or more in the corpus.
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Figure 4-/2: The percentage of the SDC
that is covered by the bigrams, plotted
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Chapter 5: Usefulness of the language models

In this chapter the models created are tested for their usefulness in predicting less robust
phonemes. Here it will become clear whether it is useful to predict voiceless parts in speech
with knowledge of voiced parts or whether a different way of using knowledge is more
efficient. In these tests, variation in the amount of knowledge, variation in assigning the
phonemes to different categories, and variations in speaking style will be tested. This chapter
is divided into two sections. Section 5.1 explains which variations are used in the tests, and
states the hypotheses for these tests, and section 5.2 presents results and concludes.

5.1 Variations and hypotheses

This section is divided into 3 subsections, dedicated to the kind of variations applied. The
sections are called "Knowledge", "Categorization" and "Data". "Knowledge" is about the
variation in amount of knowledge used in testing. "Categorization" varies the assignment of
phonemes to categories in the alphabet file. "Data" varies the data sources (i.e. different
speaking styles).

Knowledge

The tests in this section are performed with the default alphabet file, written in SAMPA, to be
found in Figure 5-1. The trainings- and test data are the spontaneously spoken parts from the
IFA corpus and the SDC.

voiced a- e- b d g v z G h Z in ii N 1 r w j I E A 0 Y @ i y u a: e: 2: 0:
Ei 9y Au a:i o:i ui iu yu E: 9: 0: 0—
voiceless p t k f s x S sil
silence
unknown

Figure 5-1: The SAMPA file used in the tests. The arrow indicates that the line continues, there is no
newline. This is done for layout reasons. The silence is classified as an unknown phoneme, which means
that it has to be predicted. When little noise is present in the signal, it is also possible to assign the
silence to its own category, which means it is used as a splitter to split the signals into parts. It also
means that is it not used as knowledge in predictions either (as the known voiced phonemes are)

The first test will be done with no constraints or special actions at all. No data in the models
will be added or deleted or manipulated in any way. This is the default test. It is expected that
the fully informed search will perform better than the rest. The default model will perform the
worst.
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After the default test, the following changes will be applied:

No predictions beyond silences

It will be tested whether treating silences different from other voiceless phonemes helps in
improving performance. A silence is considered to be used at the end of a syllable, or even a
word, for physical reasons, as having to breath or switching between positions of the speech
production system, or at the end of an utterance. This would mean that after a silence, any
phoneme can occur and it is no use trying to predict any further, based on current knowledge.
Therefore, this option will delete all occurrences in the data where a prediction after a silence
is made.

Extra knowledge about silences will lead to fewer trials, but it will probably not lead to better
performance. The way the bigrams are built is so, that longer voiceless parts are less common.
Therefore, the candidates that predict beyond silences will be at the end of the list. When no
right prediction can be made at all with information, performance might improve, because of
the deletion of candidates. This means that fewer trials have to be done before falling back
onto the default situation. Deterioration is impossible, for shorter predictions have a higher
probability than longer ones, so the candidates without silences in the middle are tried first.

Variation in amount of data

Also, the effect of the amount of data used is tested. The list of bigrams is long and takes up a
lot of time and space. It is tested whether using less data will have a great effect on
performance. There is no way of performing this action on the partially informed lists, for it is
not known which data should be used and which shouldn't. The probabilities on both lists are
computed by dividing the number of times the sequence was found by the total number of
voiceless sequences. Because the total number of sequences is the same throughout the
partially informed list, reliability is the same as probability, and the minimum probability will
be varied later. Of course, the more information is used, the better the performance will be in
predictions of voiceless parts in the signal. Nevertheless, if the last 50% of the data is hardly
ever found, and does not really increase performance when used, it might be better to exclude
this information, to make the system faster. The hypothesis is that for both corpora, when a
limit of 20% in average difference is used, there is enough data available to be able to make
predictions. It is also believed that increasing this limit will not have much effect on
performance. When a corpus is a good representation of spoken Dutch, this should be the
case.

Variation in minimum probability

A minimum of probability is maintained. The default value is 0, which means that all
predictions are tested, even if they're probability is really tiny. Empirically an optimal value
will be obtained. When using a minimum probability for the bigrams, performance will
improve when the right candidate was not in the list anyway, in which case the default
strategy will be fallen back upon. The higher the minimum probability, the more candidates
will be rejected, and the closer the average will be to the default strategy (for when no
candidates are left, the default strategy is used).
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Categorization

In the default alphabet file, only 8 voiceless phonemes are found, while the number of voiced
phonemes is 42. This can affect the results in the predictions. The new alphabet file does not
have the categories "voiced" and "voiceless", but the categories "vowel" and "consonant".
These categories are created, so that the distribution of phonemes is around 50/50. This can be
seen as the worst case scenario, because only the vowels are still recognizable, and all the
consonants are not.

vowel I E A 0 Y @ i y u a: e: 2: 0: Ei 9y Au a:i o:i ui iu yu e:u E: 4
9: 0: e— a—
consonantpbtdkgfvs zxGhZ SmnNlrwj sil
silence
unknown

Figure 5-2: The new alphabet file, with a 50/50 distribution of phonemes. To prevent confusion,
the category names have been changed.

When the different alphabet file is used, the numbers for the default model without any
information will go up. The more phonemes in the unknown category, the smaller the
probabilities per phoneme and the higher the average number of trials needed to predict
correctly. For the partially and fully informed searches, the number of trials will also go up,
but not as fast as for the uninformed search. The more phonemes in the unknown category, the
longer the sequences predicted, and the more trials needed for the right predictions.
Nevertheless, more knowledge will lead to better performance.

Differences between corpora

In this section different parts from the corpora are trained and tested on, to see whether they
are significantly different from eachother, and whether their models are useful. The
restrictions found to be optimal in "Knowledge" are not used, for it is not allowed to assume
these are also optimal for other corpora. The following tests will be performed:

- In the previous tests, trainingsdata and testdata were spontaneously spoken language.
Now, read aloud texts are also used as training data, and tested. In the next tests, models
from different speaking styles will predict each other.

- From the corpora, read aloud text is selected to be trained with and tests are done so that
models built with spontaneously spoken Dutch are used to predict read aloud texts and
vice versa.

- There is a large difference in the size of the two corpora. This can have an effect on the
reliability of their models. Tests are done, in which models from the small corpus predict
voiceless parts in the large corpus, and vice versa. These tests are done with the
spontaneously spoken parts of the corpora.
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Table 5-1: The size of the corpora in kB.

Corpus
Size in
kB

IFA, spontaneous 17

IFA, read aloud 67
SDC, spontaneous 983
SDC, read aloud 202

Table 5-2: Matrix of training and testing of different corpora. Squares with an 'x" mark the tests
that will be performed

gtn IFA
spontaneous

IFA
read aloud

SOC
spontaneous

SDC
read aloud

IFA spontaneous x x x

IFA read aloud x___________ x

SOC spontaneous x x x
SOC read aloud X X

In general it is believed that a large corpus is more representative than a small corpus, and that
spontaneously spoken Dutch is different from read aloud texts.
When a model built from a large corpus tries to predict voiceless parts in the small corpus,
this will perform better than when a model from a small corpus is tested with a large COrpUS.
When a model that was built with spontaneously spoken language will be tested on read aloud
texts, this will not perform as well as when both corpora are of the same category.
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5.2 Experiment and results

For each part, the average number of trials for the three kinds of searches is calculated, but
also the distribution, for when a peak is found, this could easily have a high influence on the
averages. In the sections following, graphs will be plotted with these distributions, and tables
will be drawn with averages for each part, and the averages over the 10 parts. Only for the
default set of parameters, distributions of all 10 parts are plotted, to illustrate the differences
between the parts. Since this is cluttering the graphs, for the rest of the tests only the mean
distribution will be plotted for each kind of search. When results are omitted, a remark is
made with a reference to an appendix.
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5.2.1 Knowledge

For the default situation, expectations are that the more information is used, the better the
performance is. For the IFA corpus, because it is smaller, results will show a large variation
between the 10 parts. For the SDC, which is a lot larger, these variations will be a lot smaller.
Therefore, for the IFA corpus, the average will also be plotted, as a thick black line.

Figure 5-3: IFA corpus: results with default parameters, no information used

Figure 5-4: SDC: results with default parameters, no information used
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Figure 5-6: SDC, results with default parameters, partially informed search
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Figure 5-5: IFA corpus, results with default parameters, partially informed search
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Figure 5-7: IFA corpus, results with default parameters, fully informed search
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IFA corpus: Merages

Default a* Partiafly avg. * Fully aç. *
Predictions Default a.ç. Predictions Partially ag. Predictions Fully a. Predictions

Partl 196 3.34 654 4.45 873 2.49 489

Part 2 134 3.28 440 4.15 556 2.68 359

Part 3 147 3.70 544 4.64 682 2.52 370

Part 4 145 3.94 571 4.77 692 2.92 423

Part 5 156 3.53 550 5.08 793 2.52 393

Part 6 164 3.70 607 5.43 891 2.93 481

Part 7 148 3.91 578 4.91 727 3.01 445

Part 8 209 3.64 760 4.70 982 2.68 561

Part 9 139 3.78 525 4.99 693 2.65 369

Part 10 202 3.36 678 4.04 816 2.57 519

Total 1640 5907 7705 4409

Average 3.60 4.70 2.69

Std 0.23 0.37 0.20

Table 5-4: SDC, averages

SDC: Aerages

Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
Part 4
Part 5
Part 6
Part 7
Part 8
Part 9
Part 10
Total

Merage
Std.

Predictions
7689
8580
8125
8302
8089
8685
7892
8094
8069
8940

82465

Default Mg.
3.78
3.73
3.75
3.70
3.77
3.74
3.77
3.74
3.76
3.71

3.74
0.03

Default a.*
Predictions

29098
32028
30453
30744
30462
32458
29774
30277
30324
33136

308754

Partially asg.
5.55
5.50
5.45
5.43
5.51

5.49
5.52
5.48
5.51

5.39

5.48

0.05

Partially ag. *
Predictions

42643
47178
44301

45094
44575
47704
43598
44340
44432
48170

452035

Fully ag.
2.87
2.77
2.78
2.78
2.85
2.76
2.79
2.80
2.83
2.81

2.80
0.04

Fully a\dg. *
Predictions

22066
23793
22562
23054
23076
23954
21999
22648
22825
25128

231105

Table 5-3: IFA, averages.

Predictions: the total number of voiceless parts predicted in the part
Default avg.: The number of trials per voiceless part using the default model (uninformed search)
Default avg. * predictions: The total number of trials for the part, using the first model.
Partially avg.: The number of trials per voiceless part using the second model (partially informed
search).
Partially avg * Predictions: The total number of trials for the part, using the second model.
Fully avg.: The number of trials per voiceless part using the third model (fully informed search).
Fully avg. * Predictions: The total number of trials for the part, using the third model.

Figure 5-9: legenda for Table 5-3 Table 5-4
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In general it is seen that there is more difference between the 10 parts in the IFA than there is
in the SDC. The standard deviation for the small corpus is much larger than the one for the
large corpus (because of this standard deviation, numbers in the tables will be rounded up to
three significant numbers). This is due to the difference in size. It is also seen that the fully
informed search performs best for both corpora. This confirms the hypothesis. Striking is, that
the average number of trials is a lot higher for partially informed searches than it is for the
default situation. This indicates that it is not useful to predict a voiceless sequence with only
the knowledge that the voiced part before and after it is there, it really does matter which
voiced part it is. Unexpected as this result is, the difference between the default situation and
the partially informed search is probably in the order of the voiceless phonemes. In Table 5-5,
Table 5-6 and Table 5-7, the order of the first phonemes of respectively the files "first" (which
contains the predictions when it is known a voiced part precedes it but, unknown what that
part is), "second", and "guesses" (which contains the voiceless phonemes for the default list)
is shown for the SDC. They show the difference in order. In the file "second" the silence has a
lower probability than in the file with the guesses. At the beginning of each sentence there is a
silence (/sil/), that has to be predicted. In the uninformed search, this will take 6 trials, in the
partially informed search, this will take 7 trials (not counting the trial /5 t/, it will be rejected
because of the knowledge gathered so far). Since in the large corpus there are 4101 lines, and
82468 voiceless parts to be predicted, this means that in 5% of the cases, at least 1 extra trial
is needed. Also, in the "guesses" file, it is seen that the /5/ is more probable that the /k!. At the
edges of the voiceless signal, however, a /k! is found more often than an /5/. This means that
for every voiceless part in the corpus that consists only of an /5/, the partially informed needs
2 (!) extra trials (/k/ at the front and /k! at the back) to find the Is!.
This explains the difference between the averages.

Table 5-5: The firsts Table 5-6: The Table 5-7: The first
voiceless phonemes first 5 voiceless 5 voiceless
in the file "First" phonemes in the phonemes in the

file "Second" file "guesses"

__________ __________

0.33

_________ __________

0.18 s

_________ __________

0.16 k

_________ _________

0.11 x

_________ __________

0.08 f

_____ _____

0.O8

_________ __________

0.06 p

In the results in the default situation from the SDC, the frequency for 2 trials is much lower
than the surrounding 1 and 3 trials. This is not unlikely, because this happens only when the,
first phoneme is a It! which is guessed at once and the second (and last) phoneme is also a /11,
or when the first (and only) phoneme is a /sil/. Most of these cases occur when a silence is at
the beginning or end of a sentence and the sentence ends with a voiced phoneme. In the small
corpus this situation occurs in 136 lines at the beginning and in 89 lines at the end. There
were 4 occurrences of It-ti in the IFA corpus and in 109 times a silence occurred between 2
voiced phonemes. Together this is 338 times, which makes the average 33,8 times. This is
seen in the graph (the red dot on the black line in Error! Reference source not found.). The
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number of time a It! was found between 2 voiced phonemes is 318. For the SDC, no silences
were found between voiced phonemes, 3160 lines started with a /sil/ and a voiced phoneme,
3042 lines ended in a voiced phoneme and a /sil/, and 158 times It-ti occurred. Together this is
6360, or 636 times per part. The mean in the graph (the red dot in Error! Reference source
not found.) is about this value. The number of It/s between two voiced phonemes is 18069,
around 1800 per part. This is seen in the graph. The number of times 3 trials were used is
again much higher. These occur when /sil-tJ, It-sill or /t-t-t/ occur. These (the first two, not It-
t-ti) happen to occur a lot in the SDC but not in the IFA corpus. The difference between the
corpora is due to the way they were transcribed.
Something that is very striking, is that in the partially informed searches, the number of trials
is hardly ever 2. Looking at Table 5-7 and Table 5-6, it is seen that the first 2 trials are It/s.
(This is of course only true when the probability of the second phoneme in one list is not
higher than the probability of the first phoneme on the other list). This means that the first
phoneme to look for is a /11, either from the front or the back. When the signal consists of only
a /t!, one trial is needed, and this occurs the same number of times as in the uninformed
searches. When this is not the case, the /t! from the other side is tried. Only when It-ti is the
signal to be predicted, 2 trials are needed. In the small corpus this is 4, and 0.4 per part. In the
large corpus this is 0. This can clearly be seen in figures Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6. The rest of
the peaks and valleys can be explained in about the same way.

situation 1:
candidate 1 signal candidate 2
/t! 4 It-tI 4. It!
situation 2:
candidate
IsiII 4 /sil/

Figure 5-10: Showing the 2 rare situations in which 2 trials are needed to
predict the voiceless part of the signaL

The graphs for fully informed searches (Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8) are smooth curves, which
is what would be expected, because per voiced part, the most suitable voiceless part is tried
first. Short sequences are predicted faster than longer sequences, and short sequences are more
common than long sequences.
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No predictions beyond silences

This section presents the average number of trials required for predicting a voiceless
sequences of phonemes, when no predictions beyond silences are made. This means that in
the list of candidates, elements, with a prediction beyond a silence are discarded, and not
tested, because it is believed that after a silence, there is no way of telling which phoneme will
occur, because a silence usually occurs at the end of a syllable or a word. It is expected
though, that the effect of it will not be large, because the longer bigrams are at the bottom of
the list and will therefore not be tested anyway.

Figure 5-12: SDC, no predictions beyond silences, three search
strategies. The values beyond 25 were discarded, they were all below 1
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Table 5-8: Averages, when predicting and not predicting beyond silences.

Default Partially informed Fully Informed
IFA, predictions beyond lences 3.60 4.70 2.69
IFA, no predictions beyond lences 3.60 4.55 2.69
SDC, predictions beyond lences 3.74 5.48 2.80
SDC, nopredictions beyond lences 3.74 5.48 2.80

Compared to the strategy where prediction beyond silences are made, the numbers for the
partially informed search are hardly any different. This is what was expected. For the IFA
corpus, the numbers are better for the partially informed search when predictions beyond
silences are not made. This is due to the number of trials needed in the situations where the
default search was fallen back upon. Fewer trials are done before the default search is called
and this causes the (small) improvement. Because it was concluded that the partially informed
search was the worst performing search, for both corpora, the predictions beyond silences will
still be made. This is faster because the fuction that runs through the list and discards
candidates is time consuming and not worth using.
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Variation in the amount of data used

A variation in amount of data is tested because the models are large and contain many
bigrams, and if only a percentage of the model is necessary in predicting phonemes, this may
save time and memory. It is expected that the difference in performance will not change much
after 20% of the data is used.
For this purpose, 6 different variations will be used for each corpus. The values will be limits
of 20%, 50% and none as a maximum deviation, and 25%, 50% and 90% of the corpus
covered by the bigrams. For the IFA corpus it is known when the corpus is covered for 100%
by the bigrams. For the SDC this is not, and therefore, 90% was chosen. In the case where the
maximum deviation had no limit, all of the bigrams are used, and this also means 100%
coverage of the corpus, so that this value is still included in the results. Because these
predefined values happen to be close to each other when looking at the percentage of data that
will be used (all values are below 50% of the data), the extra values of 50%, 75% and 90% of
the data are added. In Table 5-9 the percentages are given, along with the average number of
trials needed to predict the voiceless parts in the signal. For example, when 10% of the data is
used in the IFA corpus, the probability of the last bigram has an average deviation of around
30%, and these 10% of the data cover about 80% of the corpus.
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Table 5-9: IFA, the amounts of data used in the test. Italic values were looked up b hand. The last
three values for the SDC are unknown, because the coverage exceeds 9QC% and for no more than
65536 bigrams the difference was calculated. The red values indicate the best performance.

Coverage percentage
Deviation
percentage

percentage
of li

No. of bigrams
in the li

Fully
informed

IFA corpus

25.00% 7.08% 0.25% 19 3.50
50.00% 14.47% 1.29% 99 3.47
60.55% 20.00% 2.42% 185 3.34
71,17% 2Z84% 5.00% 382 3.22
79,96% 29,97% 10.00% 765 2.95
83,95% 45,32% 15.00% 1147 2.87
86.19% 50.00% 18.11% 1385 2.83
90.00% 59.57% 26.21% 2004 2.81

95.28% 66.16% 50.00% 3824 2.72
99.26% 69.45% 75.00% 5735 2.70

100.00% 62.43% 90.00% 6882 2.68
100.00% none 100.00°c 7647 2.69

S DC

25.00% 1.61% 0.01% 27 3.88
50.00% 1.95% 0.05% 176 3.73
79.25% 20.00% 1.52% 5853 2.95
85.08% 50.00% 4.50% 17321 2.83
90.00% 84.83% 12.79% 49289 2.78

unknovri unknoi,w 20.00% 77058 2.81

unknowi unknovn 30.00% 115588 2.78
unknotwi unknow'i 40.00% 154117 2.78
unknot.wi unknowi 50.00% 192646 2.78
unknow unknowi 75.00% 288969 2.81
unknovkn unknow 90.00% 346763 2.80

100.00% none 100.00% 385292 2.80

Figure 5-13: IFA corpus, averages when varying amount of data
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SDC, averages wten varying amount of data

Figure 5-14. SDc, averages when varying amount of data

It is seen that the maximum deviation is not a good measure for deciding which data will be
used and which will not be used. Two conclusions can be drawn here. The first is that after
using 10% of the data, performance does not change significantly, which would mean that no
more than 10% of the bigrams in the model is needed in predicting phonemes. It also seems as
if the best performance is reached when the coverage is 100% for the first time. This not
unlogical. When 100% coverage is reached, every voiceless part in the trainingsdata is
covered by the bigrams. Since the coverage is of the entire corpus (which is trainings- and test
data here), the bigrams occurring after this are quite useless, for they have been covered by
the bigrams before that. After this coverage of 100%, noise is the reason for the differences
between the averages. (The standard deviation was 0.03, which is also the maximum deviation
between the averages). Because we have knowledge about this 100% coverage and we know
that more data is definitely not needed, for the next test, the percentages are taken at which
(presumably) 100% coverage is reached. In real life of course, this is not known, and one
would have to suffice with the knowledge that 10% is probably enough.
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Minimum probability

In this test, variations of the minimum probability are applied. This is done because it might
not be clever to try candidates that have a very low probability. A minimum probability will
be empirically established.
When a minimum probability is applied, candidates with a probability less than the minimum
probability will not be tested. This minimum applies to fully as well as partially informed
searches, so both of these can be improved. Variations are varied between 0 and 100%, with
steps of 10%. The values for the IFA corpus followed the same trend and are not presented
here. They are in Appendix F.

Table 5-10: SDC, varying minimum probability

Minimum probability Default Partially Informed

Percentages
of default vs
not default

Averages when
default, vs.
averages when
not default

0 3.74 5.67 0.1% -99.9% 51.6-5.24
0.1 3.74 5.36 29.3% - 70.7% 10.7 - 3.16
0.2 3.74 4.56 75.1% -24.9% 5.74-1.00
0.3 3.74 4.56 75.1% - 24.9% 5.74 - 1.00
0.4 3.74 3.74 100% - 0% 3.74
0.5 3.74 3.74 100%-0% 3.74
0.6 3.74 3.74 100% - 0% 3.74
0.7 3.74 3.74 100% - 0% 3.74
0.8 3.74 3.74 100%-0% 3.74
0.9 3.74 3.74 100%-0% 3.74

1 3.74 3.74 100%-0% 3.74

Minimum probability Default Fully informed

Percentages
of default vs.
not default

Averages when
default, vs.
averages when
not default

0 3.74 2.80 5.3% - 94.7% 7.87 - 2.49
0.1 3.74 2.91 15.5% -84.5% 7.77-2.02
0.2 3.74 3.07 27.2% - 72.8% 6.71 - 1.62
0.3 3.74 3.15 36.8% - 63.2% 5.92- 1.40
0.4 3.74 3.15 46.7% - 53.3% 5.31 - 1.26
0.5 3.74 3.22 56.3% -43.7% 4.79-1.19
0.6 3.74 3.27 61.7% - 38.3% 4.56 - 1.18
0.7 3.74 3.35 67.4% - 32.6% 4.41 - 1.15
0.8 3.74 3.42 73.5% -26.5% 4.24- 1.14
0.9 3.74 3.46 77.5% - 22.5% 4.13 - 1.13

1 3.74 3.74 100% - 0% 3.74 - 0

It can be seen that for the partially informed searches, performance improves when a
minimum probability is maintained. It is also seen that this is because even when the default
search is called upon more often, its average number of trials in those situations is a lot lower
and therefore makes the overall average lower as well. For the fully informed searches it
works the other way around. The more the default search is used for backup, the higher the
average becomes. Both values converge to the default value of 3.74. It is obvious that even the
least probable bigrams are useful in predicting phonemes.
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5.2.2 Categorization

Here, a different alphabet file is used. It had the same number of phonemes, but a different
way of categorizing them. It is expected that the fully informed search will not deteriorate as
fast as the uninformed search.
In Table 5-11 and Table 5-12, it is seen that when an alphabet with a 50/50 (or approximately,
see Figure 5-16) distribution of phonemes among categories is used, the average number of
trials for a part of unknown phonemes rises drastically.

voiced a- e- b d g v z G h Z m n N 1 r w j I E A 0 Y i y u a: e: 2: 0:
Ei 9y Au a:i o:i ui iu yu E: 9: 0: 0—
voiceless p t k f a x S au
silence
unknown

Figure 5-15: The default alphabet used in the tests.

vowel I E A 0 Y @ I y u a: e: 2: 0: El 9y Au a:i o:i ui iu yu e:u E: 4
9: 0: e- a—
consonantpbtdkgfvs zxGhZ SmnNlrwj sil
silence
unknown

Figure 5-16: The alphabet file with an approximately 50/50 distribution of phonemes among
categories

Table 5-11: IFA, a different alphabet

Uninformed
search

Trials per
sequence

Trials per
phoneme

Partially Informed
search

Trials per
sequence

Trials per
phoneme

Fully Informed
search

Trials per
sequence

Trials per
phoneme

old alphabet
(voiceless
sequence is 1.3
phonemes) 3.27 2.56 4.20 3.30 2.95 2.32

new alphabet
(voiceless
sequence is 1.71
phonemes) 10.91 7.10 19.8 12.9 8.5 551
ratIo 2.77 3.92 2.37
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Table 5-12: SDC, a different alphabet

Uninformed
search
Trials per
sequence

Trials per
phoneme

Partially
Informed
search
Trials per
sequence

Trials per
phoneme

Fully
informed
search
Trials per
sequence

Trials per
phoneme

old alphabet
(voiceless
sequence is 1.3
phonemes) 3.74 2.94 5.48 4.30 2.80 2.20

new alphabet
(voiceless
sequence is
1.71

phonemes) 9.15 5.96 22.7 14.8 10.9 7.07

ratio 2.03 3.44 3.21

These changes are due to the amount of information that is available in the known parts.
When the default alphabet file is used the length of a known part is 3.60 for the IFA corpus
and 4.50 for the SDC. When the 50/50 alphabet is used, this length falls drastically to
respectively 1.04 and 1.05. When only one phoneme is used in predictions, probabilities are
less reliable and this results in higher averages. The length of the unknown phoneme sequence
has an average of 1.27 for both corpora, these values rise to 1.71 and 1.54 respectively.
The reason this performance is as bad as it is, is because information gathered before is not
used in current predictions. For example when in "cookies" (1k-u-k-i-sf), the /uJ helps in
predicting the first /k/, this /k/is not used when the second /kJ is predicted. When knowledge
about it-ui is used instead of/u/ to predict the second /k!, performance would go up beyond
any doubt. For the old alphabet the problem of not storing former predictions does not exist, it
is hard to believe that a phoneme sequence of longer than the average 4.5 phonemes will
provide more information. Of course, for the shorter sequences (4.5 is an average), it will be
useful. It is not known though, how the distribution of the lenghts is.
Below is a table with average lengths of phoneme sequences. They are calculated by counting
the total number of phonemes of that category in the corpus, and divide this number by the
number of sequences in the category. For example, there are 5333 voiced phonemes in the
IFA corpus, and 1482 voiced sequences, which makes the average length of a voiced
sequence 3.60.

Table 5-13: Average lengths of phoneme sequences.

Corpus speakingstyle alphabet category total length
number of
sequences

average
length

IFA spontaneous default voiced 5333 14.82 3.60

IFA spontaneous default oice1ess 2096 1641) 1.28

IFA spontaneous 50/50 known 2703 2603 1.04

IFA spontaneous 50/50 notknown 4726 2761 1.71

SDC spontaneous default voiced 352932 78367 4.50

SOC spontaneous default oiceless 105044 82465 1.27

SDC spontaneous 50/50 known 184243 174086 1.06

SOC spontaneous 50/50 notknown 273700 178175 1.54
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5.23 Data

In the matrices, the diagonals are the averages for the corpora tested with themselves. As
expected, these are the lowest. Around the diagonals, the numbers are higher. This means that
between corpora, or speaking styles, predicting phonemes is harder. This was expected, and
indicates that the order of phonemes in a speaking style is specific for this speaking style.

Table 5-14: Average number of trials between corpora, uninformed search

g IFA
spontaneous

IFA
read atoud

SDC
spontaneous

SDC
read aloud

IFA spontaneous 3.74 4.14 6.26 -

IFA read aloud 4.52 3.60 - -

SDC spontaneous 7.12 - 3.74 6.04
SDC read aloud - - 6.56 3.58

Table 5-15: Average number of trials between corpora, partially informed search

g IFA
spontaneous

IFA
read aloud

SDC
spontaneous

SDC
read aloud

IFA spontaneous 4.70 4.71 6.14 -

IFA read aloud 4.81 4.81 - -

SDC spontaneous 7.62 - 5.48 5.04
SDC read aloud - 6.17 5.14

Table 5-16: Average number of trials between corpora, fully informed search

g IFA IFA SDCt'IIIIIIIII spontaneous read aloud spontaneous
SDC
read aloud

IFAspontaneous 2.69 3.68 4.11 -

IFA read aloud 3.60 2.42 - -

SDC spontaneous 4.38 - 2.80 3.64
SDC read aloud - - 3.82 2.81
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and discussion

As was to be expected, the language models benefit from additional information. Yet, it is
also important to perform an efficient search, since the partially informed search performed
worse than the uninformed search.

Variation in amount of data

In 5.2.1 a variation in knowledge was tested in he fully informed search. Ten tests were
conducted in which the amount of data to be used from the model was varied, between the
most reliable 10%, until 100% of the data in steps of 10%. It was concluded that when the
bigrams are sorted according to reliability, when a coverage of 100% was reached, the best
performance was found, Still, when considered the standard deviation in Table 5-3 and Table
5-4, the first 10% of the bigrams are the most useful (after that the changes in performance are
due to noise), and that the rest of the bigrams does not lead to a significant improvement. This
is useful information, and will save a lot of time in speech recognition, for fewer actions have
to be performed (think of sorting lists, and combining them) before a result is obtained.

Minimum probability

When a minimum probability was maintained, which meant that candidates with a probability
that was too low were discarded, performance did not improve as was expected.
Hence, it should not be used, and thus set to 0. It means that when the best 10% of the data is
used, even the smallest probabilities are still useful, and those candidates should not be
discarded. In this paper, more data was used, because the value at which 100% coverage was
reached was taken, but the results should not differ.

Variation in size of categories

When looking at the differences in size of the categories (only the results from the SDC are
used here): For the uninformed search, performance improves with the size of the category.
If no information about the distribution of phonemes was present, and a random search would
be performed every time a prediction had to be made, the percentage of searched phonemes in
a category, no matter what size it had would be 50% (this is used as a base line for
performance). In the default alphabet, the voiceless category had 8 elements. The average
number of trials per phoneme was 2.94, which means that for each phoneme in a voiceless
part, 2.9/8 = 37% of the category had to be tried before finding the correct one. Considering
the distribution of phonemes in the corpus, this is a reasonable number. The distribution of the
phonemes also explains the improvement, because when the category is enlarged to 23
phonemes, the number of trials per phoneme is 6.0, which corresponds to a percentage of
26%. This is an improvement of 30%.
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80%

Uninformed search

Figure 6-1: A visual representation of the dfferences in performance between the sizes' of the known
categories, the uninformed search.

For the fully informed search the numbers are the other way around. For a category size of 8,
the percentage is 2.2/8 = 28c4, and for the size of 23, this number is 7.1/23 = 31%, which is a
deterioration of 11 cf.
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Figure 6-2: A visual representation of the dfferences in performance between the sizes of the known
categories, the fully informed search.



It seems as if for large categories, the uninformed search is better, but this is only an illusion.
When looking at the information available for both searches, the amount of info stays the
same in the uninformed search. There is no information about context, no matter how large
the category is. For the fully informed search, the average length of the voiced (and thus
known) part when using the default alphabet with an unknown category size of 8 (and thus 42
known phonemes) is 4.5 phonemes. For the new alphabet with 23 voiceless phonemes in its
category (and a category size of 27 known phonemes), the average length of the known
category sequence is 1.1. This is the main reason for the decrease in performance in the fully
informed search, because 1.1 phoneme is not very much information to base predictions on.
Still, it is very impressive to see that even with a change this large (4.5 — 1.1 = 3.3 phonemes
of information) performance only deteriorates by 11%.
A solution for this problem is a change in the algorithm, which does not use the knowledge of
correctly predicted phonemes, when predicting new ones. When the algorithm is adjusted, and
uses the information of correctly predicted voiceless phonemes, performance should at least
reach the performance level it was in, which was 28% (of the category, see Figure 6-2), and
most probably even better when word level models are used. Then, the average number of
trials per phoneme would be around its old value of 2.2. For instance, when the word 1k-u-k-il
(cookie) is pronouced, only the lu/is used to predict both the 1k/s around it. When the first /k!
is predicted and remembered, 1k-ui will lead to a much faster prediction of the second 1k!. A
choice in the current algorithm was that a phoneme can only belong to one category, which
means that the bigram /k-u/,/k/ does not exist. This can be fixed though, using word models
next to phoneme models, and make word models and phoneme models compete for the
highest probability.
Together, word- and phoneme models will form a very strong team for predicting phonemes
in speech.

Speaking styles

In 5.2.3, it was demonstrated that there are differences between speaking styles. These are
reflected in a decreasing performance when using models from one speaking style in a test
with another. This is due to the fact that when people speak faster, phonemes are changed,
reduced, or even deleted. This means that speaking styles have a predictable structure, which
can be used as extra knowledge, by building a the recognition system which can verify itself,
and switch models when performance is too low.
When word models are used, the problem of different speaking styles is solved by applying
rules for reduction and deletion onto the words in the word model, to create new
pronunciations of words, which then match the spontaneously spoken input. Rules like these
can be found using the Levenshtein algorithm, which compares strings and returns the
minimum number of transitions needed to change the one into the other. With a small
adjustment, it can also return the actual changes required to transform the strings. (Source: 6)

This research demonstrated that human speech is very structured and that knowledge about
this structure can help automated speech recognition, by optimizing search strategies when
trying to recognize speech in noise.
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Appendix A: The SAMPA computer readable phonetic
alphabet

In this research, not all speech corpora use the same phonetic alphabet. To be able to
compare phonetically transcribed lines, all of the data is converted to the SAMPA
computer readable phonetic alphabet. The reason for this is that it maps the symbols of
the International Phonetic Alphabet onto the first 128 ASCII characters and is therefore
readable on any computer. The rest of this appendix is a copy of the SAMPA site with the
Dutch phonemes and their pronunciations
(source: "http://www.phon.ucl .ac.uklhome/sampa/dutch .htm I").

Thefncativesaret v s z x (G) h:

z zijn
x toch
G goed
h hand
Z bagage
S show

The sonorants (nasals, liquids and glides) are m n N 1

j ja

Transcription
pAk
bAk
tAk
dAk
kAp
go:1 (only foreign/loan-words)

Consonants
The plosives are p b t d k

Symbol
p
b

Word
pa k

ba k

t tak
d dak
k kap
g goal

f fel
v vel
S sein

fEl
yE 1

sEin
zEin
tOx
Gut (also xut)
hAnt
bAga : Z (@)

So u

w
mEt
nEt
bAN
lAnt
rAnt

n
N

1

r

w

m met
net
bang
land
rand
wit wIt

ja:

III



Vowels

The Dutch vowels fall into two classes, "checked" (not occurring in a stressed syllable without a
following consonant) and "free".

The checked vowels aew i E A 0 Y @:

I pit pIt
E pet pEt
A pat pAt
o pot pot
Y put pYt

gemakkelijk G@"mAk@l@k

The free vowels comprise four monophthongs i y u a:, three "potential diphthongs" e: 2: o:,
and three "essential diphthongs" Ei 9y Au, exemplified as follows:

i vier vir
y vuur vyr
u voer vur
a: naam na:m

e: veer ve:r
2: deur d2:r
0: voor vo:r

Ei fijn fEin
huis h9ys

Au goud xAut

There are also six vowel sequences which are sometimes described as diphthongs:
a:i draai "dra:i
O:i mooi "mO:i
ui roeiboot ruibo:t
iu nieuw "fliU

yu duw "dyu
e:u sneeuw "sne:u

Several marginal vowel phonemes are only found in loanwords:

E: crème krE:m
9: freule fr9:l@
0: roze rO:z€

SAMPA home page, UCL Phonetics and Linguistics home page, University College London

home page.

Maintained by J.C. Wells. Created 1995 09 19. Last modified 1996 03 18
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Appendix B: The IFA corpus and its adjustments

This chapter describes the changes that had to be made to the data to make it usable for
this research.
The spex files are the files which contain the phonetic transcription of the subjects'
utterances. The original spex files were in Praat format (which is a research, publication,
and productivity tool for phoneticians, www.praat.org) and contained a lot of information
about the temporal position of the phonemes, which was not needed.

The last (and only useful) line from every file was extracted. The result was a lot of files
with the extension .spex_, whose names indicated the speaking style and the line number
of the sentence it contained the phonetic transcription of. For example
F2ON1FR1B.spex_ contained the phonetic transcription of the 2m1 sentence from
F2ON1FR1 .txt_.

tail —1 $1 cut —c 21—
I

rev
I

cut —c 4—
J

rev > "$1_

FigureB-i: Script for extracting the last line from a file. Since it
was indented by spaces, these were cut off

for d in *.spex ; do cat Sd
I

pen —pe s/O\+/Au/g; s/Y\+/9y/g; s/E\+/Ei/g;
s/o\—/o:\—/g; s/e\—/e:\—/g; s/a\—/a:\—/g; s/2—/2:—/g; 8/E\—/e\—/g; > $d.temp;
my $d.temp Sd; done;

Figure B-2: Script for converting the IFA corpus to the SAMPA notation

Since the phonetic transcription was not completely in SAMPA, some translations had to
be made. This was done by a small script.
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File type ooTextFile
Object class = "TextGrid

nin — 0

ax — 1.8627500000000001
tiers? <exiats>
size = 2

item (J:
item (1):

class = lntervalTier"
name =
:anin = 0

ax = 1.8627500000000001

intervals: size 18

intervals (1]:
xmin 0

xmax • 0.48599999999999999
text sil"

intervals (2]:
in 0.48599999999999999
1ax 0.54600000000000004
text =

intervals (3]:

an.in — 0.54600000000000004
xmax = 0.58599999999999997
text -

intervals (4]:
xmin = 0.58599999999999997
nax — 0.61599999999999999
text =

intervals (5]:
xmin — 0.61599999999999999
nax — 0.66600000000000004
text —

intervals (6]:

xm.in 0.66600000000000004
nax 0.72599999999999998
text =

intervals (7]:

xm.in = 0.72599999999999998
cnax = 0.75600000000000001
text =

intervals (8]:
xmin = 0.75600000000000001
xmax = 0.80600000000000005
text =

intervals (9):
in — 0.80600000000000005
nax — 0.84599999999999997
text

intervals (10]:
anin — 0.84599999999999997
ax 0.90600000000000003
text —

intervals (111:
xmin — 0.90600000000000003
,ax — 1.016
text =

intervals (12):

xmin 1.016
unax = 1.046
text =

intervals [13):

xmin 1.046
nax 1.0860000000000001
text =

intervals (14]:

xmin 1.0860000000000001
,atiax — 1.1459999999999999
text —

intervals (15):

xmin 1.1459999999999999
xmax 1.216
text

intervals (16):
in — 1.216
xmax — 1.3360000000000001
text

intervals (17):
anin = 1.3360000000000001
anax — 1.8260000000000001
text = "sil

intervals (18]:
,anin = 1.8260000000000001
tax — 1.8627500000000001
text =

item (21:
class — IntervalTier"
name
xm.in = 0
,anax — 1.8627500000000001
intervals: size — 1

intervals (1]:
in = 0

ax = 1.8627500000000001
text — "sil—O-m—d—A—t—i—8—t—w—A—r—m—h—A—t—sil—"



Appendix C: The spoken Dutch Corpus and its adjustments

Since the Spoken Dutch Corpus was not in the same format as the IFA corpus, some
adjustments had to be made. This appendix will illustrate the adjustments made to the
corpus, with the motivations behind it.
The script edit.pl worked on the phonetically transcribed files as well as the
orthographically transcribed files. Every word that was marked in the ort files was looked
up in the fon files and upon both words the appropriate action was taken. Details can be
found in the technical report, chapter 3.
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Appendix D: The first 50 lines of "voiced_voiceless" from
the AURORA database

I,k—s,1985,1985,1.00000,1985,1.00000
I,k,1985,1985,1.00000,1985,1.00000
eI,t,1974,1974,1.00000,32S1,O.6O72O
n,s,853,2563,O.33281,257O,O.33l91
n,f , 851, 2563,0. 33203, 2538,0 . 33530
@U,s,577,1702,0.33901,2570,O.224Sl
@U,f,564, 1702,0.33137,2538,0.22222
n—eI,t,437,437,1.00000,325l,O.l3442
n,T,435,2563,0.169721l28S,O.33852
n,t,424,2563,0.16543,325l,O.13O42
I,k—s—f,306,1985,0.15416,306,1.00000
r—@U,s,301,898,0.33519,2S7O,O.llll2
r—i:,s,296,868,0.34lOl,2S7O,O.ll5l8
i:,s,296,868,0.34101,257O,O.1l5l8
n—aI—n,s,294,839,0.3504212S7O,O.ll44O
aI—n,s,294,839,0.35042,257O,O.ll44O
r—@U,f , 293, 898,0. 32628, 2538,0. 11545
r—i:,f,292,868,0.33641,2538,0.11505
i: ,f,292,868,0.33641,2538,0.11505
eI,t—f,291,1974,0.14742,291,1.00000
v—@—n,f , 289, 853, 0. 33880, 2538,0. 11387
@—n,f,289,853,0.33880,2538,0. 11387
E—v-@—n,f , 289, 853,0 . 33880, 2538,0. 11387

T, 288 , 1702 ,0. 16921, 1285,0 . 224 12

w—V—n,f , 287, 871, 0. 32951, 2538,0. 11308
V—n, f,287,871,0.32951 ,2538, 0.11308
u,s,287,851,0.33725,2570,O. 11167
@U—r,s,287,868,0.33065,2570,0.11167
r,s,287,868,0.33065,2570,O.lll6l
eI,t—s,287,1974,0.14539,287,1.00000
w—V—n,s,285,871,0.32721,2570,0.11089
V—n,s,285,871,0.32721,2570,0. 11089
@U—eI,t,284,284,1.00000,3251,0.08736
@U—r,f,283,868,0.32604,2538,0. 11151
r,f,283,868,0.32604,2538,0.1115l
z—I@—r—@U,s,280,841,0.3329412S7O,O.lO89S
i@—r—@U,s,280,841,0.33294,2S7O,O.1O89S
z—I@—r—@U,f,278,841,0.33056,2538,O.lO9S4
I—r—@U,f,278,841,0.33056,2538,0.1O954
u,f,276,851,0.32432,2538,O.lO8l5
n—aI—n,f,275,839,0.32777,2538,O.lO83S
aI—n,f,275,839,0.32777,2S38,O.lO83S
v——n,s,274,853,0.32l22,2S7O,O.lO66l
@—n,s,274, 853,0.32122,2570,0.10661
E—v—@—fl,S,274,853,O.32l22,257O,O.10661
@U,t,273,1702,0.16040,3251,0.0839l
v,f,272,818,0.332S2,2538,O.lOlll
aI—v,f,272,818,0.33252,2538,O.lO7l7
v,s,270,818,O.33007,257O,O. 10506
aI—v,s,270,8181O.33007,257O,O. 10506

vii'



Appendix E: The first 50 lines of "voiceless_voiced" from
the AURORA database

s,I,1985,4671,0.42496,1985,1.00000
f , 1985, 3940,0. 50381, 1985, 1. 00000
f,@U, 1985,3940,0.50381,2242,0.88537
s,E—v—@—n, 1980,4671,0.42389,1980,1.00000
5, E—v—@ , 1980, 4671, 0. 42389, 1980, 1. 00000
s , E—v, 1980, 4671,0 . 42389, 1980,1. 00000
s,E, 1980,4671,0.42389, 1980, 1.00000
t,u, 1978,2667,0.74166,1978,1.00000
T,r—i:,1974,1974,1.00000,1974,1.00000
T, r, 1974, 1974,1. 00000, 1974, 1. 00000

f,aI—v,1955,3940,0.49619,1955,1.00000
f,aI,1955,3940,0.49619,1955,1.00000
s—f,aI—v,155,306,0.50654,1955,0.07928
s—f,aI,155,306,0.50654,1955,0.07928
k—s—f,aI—v,155,306,0.50654,1955,0.07928
k—s—f,aI, 155,306,0.50654, 1955,0.07928
s,E—v—@—n—w—V—n,154,4671,0.03297,154,1.00000
s,E—v—@—n—w—V,154,4671,0.03297,154,1.00000
S , E—v—@—n—w, 154 , 4671,0 . 03297, 154, 1. 00000
t,u—@U,151,2667,0.05662,151,1.00000
s,z—I@—r—@U,151,4671,0.03233,293,0.51536
s,z—I@—r,151,4671,0.03233,293,0.51536
s,z—I@,151,4671,0.03233,293,0.51536
s,z,151,4671,0.03233,293,0.51536
s—f , @U—r, 151, 306, 0. 49346, 1985,0 . 07607
s—f,@U, 151,306,0.49346,2242,0.06735
k—s,z—I@—r—U,151,990,0. 15253,293,0.51536
k—s,z—I@—r,151,990,0.15253,293,0.51536
k—s,z—I@,151,990,0.15253,293,0.51536
k—s, z, 151, 990,0 . 15253, 293,0 . 51536
k—s—f , @U—r, 151, 306, 0. 49346, 1985,0. 07607
k—s—f,@U, 151,306,0.49346,2242,0.06735
T,r—i:—z—I@—r—@U,150,1974,0.07599,150,1.00000
T,r—i:—z—I@—r,150,1974,0.07599,150,1.00000
T,r—i:—z—I@,150,1974,0.07599,150,1.00000
T,r—i:—z,150,1974,0.07599,150,1.00000
s,E—v—@—n—eI,150,4671,0.03211,150,1.00000
s,E—v—@—n—aI—n,149,4671,O.03190,149,1.00000
s,E—v—@—n—aI,149,4671,0.03190,149,1.00000
f,aI—v—w—V—n,149,3940,0.03782,149,1.00000
f,aI—v—w—V,149,3940,0.03782,149,1.00000
f,aI—v—w,149,3940,0.03782,149,1.00000
k—s , E—v—@—n, 148, 990,0. 14949, 1980,0 . 07475
k—s , E—v—8 , 148, 990, 0. 14949, 1980, 0. 07475
k—s , E—v, 148, 990, 0. 14949, 1980,0. 07475
k—s, E, 148, 990,0. 14949, 1980,0 .07475
s ,w—V—n, 147, 4671,0. 03 147, 285,0. 51579

s ,w—V, 147, 4671,0 . 03147 , 285,0 . 51579
s ,w, 147, 4671, 0. 03147, 285, 0. 51579

k—s,w—V—n, 147,990,0.14848,285,0.51579
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Appendix F: Results

Minimum probability

Table F-i: Variation in minimum probability, IFA corpus

I FA

Minimum Default Partially informed

Percentages of
default vs. not
default

Averages when
default, vs.
averages when not
default

0 3.601 829 4.70 0.01% - 99.9% 34.13 - 4.41

0.1 3.601829 4.54 13.71% - 86.29% 11.11 -3.49
0.2 3.601 829 4.46 56.83% - 4.3.17% 6.27 - 2.07

0.3 3.601 829 3.79 86.09% - 13.91% 4.15- 1.00
0.4 3.601 829 3.60 100% 3.60 - 0
0.5 3.601829 3.60 100% 3.60-0
0.6 3.601829 3.60 100% 3.60-0
0.7 3.601829 3.60 100% 3.60 - 0
0.8 3.601 829 3.60 100% 3.60- 0
0.9 3.601829 3.60 100% 3.60-0

1 3.601829 3.60 100% 3.60-0

Minimum Default Fully informed

Percentages of
default vs. not
default

Averages when
default, vs.
averages when not
default

0 3.601829 2.68 10.79%-89.21% 7.44-2.11
0 1 3.601829 2.75 17.87% - 82.13% 7.13- 1.80
02 3.601829 2.75 24.17% - 75.83% 6.34- 1.60
03 3601829 2.73 30.73% - 69.27% 5.71 - 1.42
0 4 3601829 2.81 40.37% - 59.63% 5.06- 1.29
0 5 3601829 2.92 52.38% - 47.62% 4.49- 1.18
06

—

3601829 2.94 55.61% -44.39% 4.35-1.18
07 3601829 3.03 61.10%-39.90% 4.21 -1.16
uS 3601829 3.10 66.67% - 33.33% 4.06- 1.15

H 3601829 3.13 70.18% - 29.82% 3.97- 1.15
3 S0 829 3.60 100% - 0% 3.60 - 0

x



Appendix G: Average length of phoneme sequences of a
certain category

Table G-1: Average length of phoneme sequences in a certain category

Corpus speakingstyle alphabet category total length
number of
sequences

average
length

IFA spontaneous default voiced 5333 1482 3.60
IFA spontaneous default voiceless 2096 1640 1.28

FA spontaneous 50/50 known 2703 2603 1.04

FA spontaneous 50150 notknown 4726 2761 1.71

FA read aloud default voiced 22191 5857 3.79
FA read aloud default voiceless 8149 6321 129
FA read aloud 50/50 known 10903 10604 1.03
FA read aloud 50/50 notknown 19437 11068 1.76

DC spontaneous default voiced 352932 78367 4.50
DC spontaneous default voiceless 105044 82465 1.27

DC spontaneous 50/50 known 184243 17408 106
DC spontaneous 50/50 notknown 273700 17817 1.54
DC read aloud default voiced 73778 16410 4.50
DC read aloud default voiceless 22148 1656 1.34

DC read aloud 50/50 known 37930 3602 1.05
DC read aloud 50/50 notknown 57996 36184 1.60

xi
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In this report, all of the scripts written during the research are explained, commented
on, and thoroughly tested. Every chapter in it is dedicated to a script. The chapters are
built as follows: In the first section the algorithm is explained. In this section, usually
a subsection "preparation" is found, which explains which flags, or files are needed
for the script to work. The rest of the subsection is about the algorithm working with
these files. The second section is the testing of the script. Some of the script are tested
in parts, others are tested as a whole.
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Chapter 1: The script bigrams.pl

This script takes a corpus and an alphabet file and creates bigram files, which are used
to model of the corpora that are used in this research.

1.1 Algorithm

This script can be seen as consisting of three sections instead of the usual two: 1.1.1 is
about parameters and how they are read and dealt with. 1.1.2 explains the
datastructures in which the data is stored, and 1.1.3 explains how the data is written to
output files.

1.1.1 Preparation

This section of the script is occupied with the flags given on the command line, and
opening the appropriate files. When something is incorrect, it produces the matching
error. When one error occurs the rest of the error messages are not produced.

Flags:
-h : displaying a short manual
-N filename : for not SAMPA, followed by the name of the alphabet

file
-i filename : obliged: specifying the name of the data file to be read
-o 'screen'I'liles' : screen prints the output to the screen, files to files

Figure 1-1: Flags for the bigrams script

As can be seen in Figure 1-1, the script works with a couple of flags. The first flag —h
displays the small manual. The second flag —N is needed when the alphabet file is not
the file "SAMPA" in the current directory. What should be in this file is explained in
the next section. The third flag —i is obliged. It specifies the data file to be read. The
last flag —o is for determining where the output goes. By default this is to files with
anmes corresponding to the categories of the bigrams in them.

1.1.1.1 The alphabet

The first file the script reqeuires is the alphabet file, which denotes the file in which
the letters of the used alphabet and their categories are specified is meant. Even
though the first purpose of this script is to split input into voiced and voiceless parts, it
is always useful to construct more categories. For example, the 'h' could be a special
category on its own, or it might be useful to put the '1' and the 'r' in a separate
category, because these phonemes can be distinguished from others on other criteria
than voicedness. Therefore it is possible to provide the script with the name of the file
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in which these categories are specified. The layout of the file should be as follows:
every line starts with a category name, a space and the tokens in that category
separated by spaces as well. Names of the categories are free, as long as they do not
contain any punctuation marks. One of the categories can be called silence, and if so,
can only contain one silence token. Lines will be split with this silence token as a
delimiter. The last category is called "unknown", and initially contains no tokens.
Tokens that cannot be found in the other categories are assigned to this category.
The default alphabet file is called SAMPA, and is presented below. It only contains
the categones "voiced" and "voiceless", the silence and the unknown category. In this
alphabet the silence in noise is not known for certain and therefore it is included in the
voiceless category. When silence can be established for certain, it would be included
in the silence category.

Figure 1-2: the alphabet file £4.MPA. The arrow at the end of line 1 indicates that there is no
newline there

the alphabet file:
voiceless p t k S
voiced b r Am
unknown

input file example
M-A-r-s
p-A-r-t
s-p-A-r-k
d-A-r-k

4 1 directory I

example_data I

7'

output file voiceless_voiced:
pA,2,2,1 000002.1 00000
p.Ar,2,2.1 00000,2,1.00000
sp,A,1 1,1.00000,2,0.50000
spAr, 1,1.1.00000,2,0.50000

6

voiced a- b d g v z 0 h Z m n N I r w j I E A 0 V @ i y u U a: e: 2: a: El 9y Au a:i o:i ui iu yu E: 9: 0: o— @U 4
l@Val eli: e: 0 U
voiceless p t k f s x S T sil
silence
unknown

output file voiced_voiceless:
Ar,k,2,4,0 50000,2,1.00000
Ar,s,l,4,O 25000,1,1 00000
Ar,t,1,4,0 25000,1,1 00000
dA,,k,1,l,1 00000,2,0.50000
mAr,s,1,1 ,I.00000,1,1.00000
r,k,2,4,0.50000,2,1 .00000
r,s,1,4,025000,1,1 00000
r,t, 1.4,0 25000,1,1 00000

7'

Figure 1-3: system overview of the script that makes bigrams.



1.1.1.2 The data file (the corpus)

The second file the script requires contains the data. It should be written in terms of
the alphabet file, with one utterance per line. The lines can contain silences, which
will be used as a splitter if it is in the silence category. The beginning and end of line
should also be a silence (This of course has no effect on the bigrams when silences
can be recognized with certainty and is therefore used as a splitter). Although not
officially necessary in SAMPA, tokens should be separated by '-'s. Tokens that are not
in the alphabet are allowed, and will be treated as belonging to the category
"unknown".

1.1.2 Storing

This section of the script reads the data file and stores it into an array of objects. What
the object looks like and how it is used is explained in 1.1.2.1.
First, for every line in the alphabet file an object is created and the category name (the
first element in the line) is included as a property. Second, the silence token is
obtained from the array of objects, and every line found in the data file is split with
this token as a delimiter. The result is an array of strings, which one by one will be
split into arrays of tokens (using the '-' as a delimiter)
For every token in the array, the category is found, compared to the the category of
the previous token to define whether a so called switch of categories has taken place,
and according to these switches bigrams are created. Bigrams are stored in the object
file of the category of the first part of the bigram. For example: a bigram of the type
"voiced voiceless" would be stored in the object with category "voiced". Apart from
the number of bigrams consisting of these tokens, the number of times the first part of
the bigram has occurred, and the number of times the second part of the bigram
occurred are also stored, so that in the end the probability of finding the second part
based on knowledge of the first and vice versa can be computed.

1.1.2.1 An object

A Perl object is actually an anonymous hash. This means that it is not built up like
objects in other object oriented languages, but it can still be treated in the same way.
The properties I will be talking about will be the keys in the hash, with their values
filled in during the execution of the script. Actual names of the properties are between
quotation marks, names that are variable are marked with a $, as is usual in Pen.

- The object used in this script has the following properties:
- "category" : containing a string with the name of the category
- "tokens" : containing a string with all the tokens of that category,

separated by spaces
- $token : all the tokens in the 'tokens' attribute, separately stored

with value 1. This is done to be able to make use of the
function "exists" which tells you whether a key exists in
a hash. Non existing hash keys are not a part of this
category.
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- $category : these are new hashes, with names consisting of the
value of the category attribute, and the name of a
member of a a different category. In these hashes the
actual occurrences are stored of the token bigrams. For
instance, when the category attribute is "voiced" and the
second category found is "voiceless", the name of the
hash will be "voiced voiceless". These will only be
made if this sequence actually occurs in the data.
The keys in these hashes will be:

o The first part of the bigram, which value is
increased every time it is found. This is done to
be able to compute probabilities.

o The second part of the bigram, but only once per
entire bigram. After all, in the case of/drOp!, /p/
should only be stored once instead of 3 times, or
else the probability of /0/ before /p/ would be
0.33 instead of 1.00.

o The bigram itself, which value is also increased
in the same way the first part is.

Besides these attributes there are several so-called static variables, which have the
same value in all the objects. One of them is a string which contains all the categories,
and is used in the print function, to make all the possible combinations of the
categories found in the alphabet file. Another variable is a boolean which is initially a
0 (false) before a new directory is made to store the files in, and a 1 (true) after this is
done, so that it does only happen once in the script. The last variable is the directory
to be created to store the output files in.

The object also has its own functions:
- newO : the constructor, expecting no arguments
- addarrayO : takes an array with tokens of a particular category and

adds the tokens as attributes to the object. It is called once
per category.

- existsO : takes one argument, which is a token, and returns 1 if the
token belongs to the category of the object.

- categoryO : takes no arguments and returns the category of the current
object

- tokensO : takes no arguments and returns the string of tokens of the
object

- addO : takes a string with 2 categories, a string with the tokens
of the first category, and a string with tokens of the
second category. Working around the switch, it adds
every possible made bigram to the hash with the name of
the two categories.
For example: when the categories are "voiced voiceless",
and the tokens are /ru/ and /pt/, the bigrams added are /ru
p/, /ru pt/, /u p/, and /u ptl. Meanwhile, the hash value /ru/
is increased twice, as well as the value /u/, and the values
/pt/ and /t/ are increased once.

- printØ : does not take any arguments, and prints the bigrams of
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that object to the appropriate files. This means that the
main script calls it for every object in the array. First it
take the categories attribute with all the categories, and
makes every possible combination with these categories.
The combinations it needs are added to a combinations
array. For each combination in the array a file is opened,
and for every key in the hash with this same name the
tokens are printed, the number of occurrences in the data
file, the number of occurrence of the first part (not
looking at the second part) and the quotient of these two,
which is the chance of finding the second part after the
first in the data file.

- get_dir_finalO: takes no arguments and returns the directory in which all
the files are stored.

- DESTROYO : is in this case not really necessary, but can still be called.
It updates the static variable $categories, which contains
all the categories in the array of objects.

1.13 Printing

The printing section takes a closer look at every object in the array, reads out the
bigrams and their frequencies, and writes the bigram (with its probability of
occurrence) to the appropriate file, which is the file named after the two categories of
the bigram. When all the files have been written, they are reopened, sorted in
alphabetical order and rewritten. Then the -o flag is checked. If the flag is "screen",
the files are read back in, printed on the screen, and deleted. If it is omitted or "files",
the directory in which the files are stored is printed on the screen and the program
ends.

2:,f,4,265,0.01 509,5742,0.00070
2:,k,21 1265,0.79623,15133,0.01394
2:,k-S,1 ,265,0.00377,1 6,0.06250
2: ,k-f,20,265,0.07547,484,0.041 32
2:,k-k,1 265,0.00377,26,0.03846
2:,k-s,20,265,0.07547,941 ,0.021 25
2: ,k-s-f, 1,265,0.00377,26,0.03846
2:,k-s-sil,1 265,0.00377,12,0.08333
2:,k-s-t,6,265,0.02264,1 17,0.05128
2:,k-sil,5,265,0.01 887,181,0.02762

Figure 1-4: The first 10 lines
of the bigrams file
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1.2 Testing

1.2.1 The object

In this subsection it is tested wether the object used in the script is storing the data
correctly.
Suppose we have a small alphabet with 9 phonemes: the voiced /b/, In, IA!, /mJ and
Id! and the voiceless It!, /k!, Is! and lp/. Our data file contains only four utterances:
"mars", "part", "spark" and "dark". In this case silence can be recognized for certain,
and so it is not a part of the voiceless category. Since it is not in the input file, it is not
a separate category either.

Figure 1-5:
contents of

_________________

the object
alphabet file

Since there are two categories, 2 objects will be created. The two
objects created under these circumstances have been drawn schematically and printed
below. The values for the keys that contain phonemes are arbitrary and are not used.

$categones = "voiced voiceless";

$one_file = 1;

$dir_final = $inputfile."_data";

"category" "voiced"

"tokens" "b r A m d"

IbI 1

In 1

IN 1

ImI 1

1

voiced voiceless IAn! 4

In 4

IdAnl 1

ImArl 1

/k/ 2

/5/ 1

It! 1

Figure 1-7: The objects drawn schematically
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m-A-r-s
p-A-r-t
s-p-A-n-k
d-A-r-k

Figure 1-6: contents of the
object input file

voiceless p t k s
voiced b rAm d
unknown



As there are two categories, both objects have one hash, for the combination of
themselves with the other category. As can be seen in Table 1-3, the probability of
finding a /k! after IAn is 0.5 (or 50%), which is the two times /k! was found after IAn
divided by the four times IAn was found. There is a 25% probability (1 out of 4) that
an Is! is found and a 25% probability for a It!.
As can be seen not only the full bigrams are stored, but also parts of them. For
example, in the case of/pArt!, the bigram /Ar V is stored, as well as the bigram /r t/,
which also means that the unigrams IAn!, In and It! are stored too. This is done so that
when more information is known about the first part, more reliable information can be
given about the second part, and vice versa.

Table 1-1: Sample line from the bigram file voi
legenda for the table is found in Figure 1-8.

ced_voiceless, iilustrating its stucture.A

A B C D E F G

T 288 1702 0.17 1285 0.22

A: first part of the bigram
B: second part of the bigram
C: number of occurrences of the whole bigram
D: number of occurrences of the first part
E: probability of finding the second part, knowing the first part
F: number of occurrences of the second part
G: probability of finding the first part, knowing the second part

Figure 1-8: Legenda for the tables used in this chapter

Table 1-2: voiceless_voiced

A B C D E F G

p A 2 2 1 2 1

p Ar 2 2 1 2 1

sp A 1 1 1 2 0.50000

sp Ar 1 1 1 2 0.50000

Table 1-3: voiced_voiceless

A B C

2

D E F G

Ar k 4 0.50 2 1.00

Ar s 1 4 0.25 1 1.00

Ar t 1 4 0.25 1 1.00

dAr k 1 1 1.00 2 0.50

mAr s 1 1 1.00 1 1.00

r k 2 4 0.50 2 1.00

r s 1 4 0.25 1 1.00

r t 1 4 0.25 1 1.00
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In these tables, half of the information is not used. In
Table 1-2 only column G will be used, for we want to predict the first part of the
bigram, knowing the second part.
In Table 1-3 only column E will be used. Still, both probabilities are computed and
stored, because to the program it is not known which values are useful and which are
not.

1.2.2 The script

This section is about testing the outputdata from the bigrams script. The AURORA
database is used here, beause it is a small database. Because bigrams.pl is a very
important script, it is tested more thoroughly than most of the scripts in this paper.
Therefore this section is a bit longer than the others. Hypotheses are stated first, and
by testing these should be confirmed.

1.2.2.1 Hypotheses

First, general hypotheses are stated; they are not database specific. Second,
hypotheses are stated that should be true when the script works correctly. If not, it
should be rewritten. There is no special method for testing the script, this is done by
hand.

1.2.2.1.1 General hypotheses

In general, it is expected that the longer the part to be predicted is, the smaller the
probability will be. After all, a /pt/ after /10:! will not be as common as a /p/ after /10:!.
Analogous to this, when the known part of the bigram becomes longer, the probability
of predicting the unknown part will rise. A /p/ sound after /o:/ could have a large
probability, but knowing /lo:/ will probably make the probability of finding a /p/
higher. Another hypothesis is that the longer bigrams will not be found as often as the
short bigrams, which makes their probability less reliable. It is up to the system (or its
user) to decide whether to use the probabilities of the longer bigrams.

1.2.2.1.2 The AURORA database

Since the AURORA database consists of 11 digits in random order, it cannot be used
as training data for general speech recognition. Because of its small domain, it is used
as a consistency check for the script that constructs the bigrams. This is the only
purpose for which it will be used in this paper. Of course, the output data could also
be used for the AURORA test itself. Knowledge of this kind are expected to boost up
scores on the test considerably.
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The things that can be shown using the TI digits are:
1. When an tE/ is known, it is expected that the voiceless phoneme Is! before it to

be predicted with a certainty of 100%. This is simply because the only word in
the database with an tEl in it is "seven". This goes for other voiced phonemes
as well. The probability of finding an If! before Ia!! is 100% as well. There is
also a probability of an In! before an faIl but it is voiced, and probabilities are
given for when it is known that the part to be predicted is voiceless. In a way,
it can be said that the probability of finding an In! before /aII is also 100%,
when it is known that it is voiced.

2. The probabilities of the next (or previous) phoneme (of a category other than
the current) knowing one, should add up to one.

3. There are 6 digits starting with voiceless phonemes, all with the same
probability of appearing in a sequence. What should be seen in the results is
that for instance the Is! after IO:r/ is the first phoneme of "six" and "seven".
This means that the probability of finding an /5/ after /O:r/ should be 216th•

With the same analogy the probability of finding a It!should be 116th

1.2.2.2 Results and conclusions

This section shows that the output produced by the script is consistent with what one
would expect.

Both output files (voiced_voiceless and voiceless_voiced) of the TI digits are about
1800 lines long, the first 50 lines of each file can be found in the appendices E and F,
after having been ordered according to number of occurrences. In this chapter relevant
parts of the files are shown in tables. These do not necessarily stem from the 50 lines
in the appendices.

Hypothesis 1 is confirmed by Table 1-4. As can been seen, the probability of
predicting the /5/ before an /E/ is 1. This stays the same no matter how long the voiced
part is becoming.

Table 1-4 knowing an tEl leads to a 100% probability of an Is! preceding it. Same goes for
the 1k! after an /1/. The data comes from the TI diRits.

________ _____ ________

A B C D E F G

s E 1980 4671 0.42389 1980 1.00000

s E-v 1980 4671 0.42389 1980 1.00000

s E-v-n 1980 4671 0.42389 1980 1.00000

s E-v-n-@U 138 4671 0.02954 138 1.00000

s E-v-n-@U-@U 22 4671 0.00471 22 1.00000

s E-v-n-@U-@U-@U 1 4671 0.00021 1 1.00000

Hypothesis 2 is also confirmed, by Table 1-5 and Table 1-6. There are 5 different
voiceless phonemes, IT!, If!, /s!, It! and silence. The probabilities of these 5 possible
voiceless phonemes add up to one as can be seen
NB: The next category must be known for the probabilities to be correct. Officially
the probabilities mean "the probabilities of finding a particular element of category X
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when is it known that category X is the next category to be found". In this case it is no
problem because CPSP is able to make a clear distinction between the two.

Table 1-5: probabilities of a voiceless phoneme after a voiced part add up toone. Also, the
)roporturn- of the probabilities are what was expected. Data comes from the TI digits
A B C D E F G
O:-r T 149 1290 0.12 1285 0.12

O:-r f 283 1290 0.22 2538 0.11

O:-r s 287 1290 0.22 2570 0.11

O:-r t 149 1290 0.12 3251 0.05
O:-r sil 422 1290 0.33 3630 0.12

1.00

Table 1-6: probabilities of a voiceless phoneme after a voiced part add up to one. As in table
3.1.3, pro: 0rtions an also corr ct. Data comes from the TI digits. -

A B C D E F G
n-al-n 1 139 1238 0.11 1285 0.11

n-al-n f 275 1238 0.22 2538 0.11

n-al-n s 294 1238 0.24 2570 0.11

n-al-n t 131 1238 0.11 3251 0.04
n-al-n sil 399 1238 0.32 3630 0.11

As can be seen in Table 1-7, probabilities of phoneme sequences longer than one do not
add up to one. This can be explained by the way the script works. The total number of
times an /1/ was found as the first part of the bigram is counted, this is 1985 times. If a
first part of the bigram is found, a second part must also be available, and this part always
consists of at least 1 phoneme. All of the possible phonemes are found in this table. In
case of the TI digits, this is only the 1k!. Because the digit "six" is the only digit with an
/1/, the next phoneme Is! is also predicted with a probability of 1. After this, which is the
end of the digit "six", a number of things can happen:

- The next digit starts with a voiced phoneme
- The next digit starts with a voiceless one.
- The sequence ends with a silence (if the silence category has an element, which is

not the case here)

Since in Table 1-7 only the voiceless phonemes are shown, probabilities of these do
not add up to one. To make sure the numbers are still correct, in Table 1-8 the number
of voiced phonemes after /ks/ is found. Together with the number of times a voiceless
phoneme was found, and the number of times a voiced phoneme was found, this adds
up to exactly 1985.
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Table 1-7: The longer the predicted phoneme sequence, the smaller the probability. Column E
shows that proba bilities of phoneme sequences longer than one do not add up to 1. Column C
shows the total number of times 3 voiceless phonemes were found after an III. Data comes
rom the TI digits.
A B C D E F G

I k 1985 1985 1 1985 1

I k-s 1985 1985 1 1985 1

I k-s-T 137 1985 0.06902 137 1

I k-s-f 306 1985 0.15416 306 1

I k-s-s 284 1985 0.14307 284 1

I k-s-t 138 1985 0.06952 138 1

I k-s-sil 414 1985 0.20856 414 1

1279 0.67101

Table 1-8: The number of times a voiced phoneme was found after /ks/.
Data come s from the TI digits
A B C D E F G

k-s @U 121 706 0.171 39 257 0.47082

k-s el 146 706 0.2068 287 0.50871

k-s n 141 706 0.19972 273 0.51648

k-s w 147 706 0.20822 285 0.51579

k-s z 151 706 0.21388 293 0.51536

706

The third hypothesis can be confirmed by Table 1-7 and Table 1-8.
Of the 1985 times the bigram starting with /11 was found, 149 times IT! was found
after it, this is approximately 116th, which is exactly what was expected. The same
goes for every bigram in the tables. The probability of finding an If! is twice the
probability of the iT! simply because there are 2 digits starting with an If! ("four" and
"five").
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Chapter 2: The script SDC_extract.pl

This script extracts the lines with the transcription (either orthographic or phonetic) from
the files in the SDC database. The files are in praat format. After extraction, per
transcription a script will handle the rest of the adjustments.
Unfortunately not all of the orthographic transcriptions were phonetically transcribed;
otherwise it would have been sufficient to extract every line starting with a quotation
mark. Since this was not the case, it was necessary to look at the timestamps before the
lines, to see whether they occurred in both files. If this was the case, the lines were useful.

2.1 Algorithm

2.1.1 Preparation

Even though this script has no flags, it still needs a file "files" which contains the
filenames of the files that have an orthographic transcription as well as a phonetic one,
but without the extension. For example, fn000007 is in the list, for in the annotations
there are an fn000007.fon and an fn000007.ort.

2.1.2 Rest of the script

The script SDC_extract.pl does the following things:
- It creates a new directory.
- It opens the file "files" This file with filenames is read into an array @flles.
- It reads the current directory into an array @dir_files. For every filename in

the @flles array, the array @dir_files is run through and the filenames that
match the current filename are stored in an array @files_to_work_with. For
example, for fn000007 these were fn000007.N00029.fon,
fn000007.N00029.ort, fn000007.N00032.fon, fn000007.N00032.ort,
fn000007.N00043.fon, fn000007.N00043.ort, fn000007.N00045.fon,
fn000007.N00045.ort, fn000007.N00046.fon, fn000007.N00046.ort,
fn000007.N00048.fon and fn000007.N00048.ort.

- After the array is filled with the appropriate files, it is sorted and the first two
files are removed from it and, along with the name of the directory, are given
to the subroutine "extract". This is done until the array is empty.

In the subroutine "extract" the two files given to it are opened and the following is done
with each file:

- The first 5 lines are skipped; they do not contain any transcribed lines.
- From the 6th line, every 3 line is read; this line is a transcribed line.
- When a so-called IntervalTier is spotted, this means that the transcription has

ended, so the loop is stopped.
- Empty lines are skipped, assuming that they are empty in both files.
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- For every transcribed line the previous line is also remembered. This line
contains a timestamp, and is used to find lines that occur in both files. It
appeared to be the case that some lines occurred in one file but not in the
other, which would lead to an inconsistency in the data. The timestamp is
adjusted in such a way that sorting the array preserves the original order of the
sentences.

- In the line that is found, punctuation is removed. Three periods indicate
silences, but they can only be found in the orthographically transcribed files,
and not in the phonetically transcribed ones, and are thus not useful.

- Together with the timestamp, and the prefix "fon" or "oil", the lines are stored
in an array, which is sorted after both files are read, so that timestamps are
paired (see Figure 2-1).

- For every element in this array with lines, the timestamp is compared to the
next timestamp, if they are identical, both lines are printed to the appropriate
files. If they are not identical, nothing is done, so that lines that are transcribed
in only one file are ignored.

1.5069, fon,Guj@mIdAG @ GErb@t Figure 2-1: Example of how transcribed1.5069,ort,goeiemiddag uh Gerben .

lines with timestamps are stored in the array.

The files produced by the script contain non-empty lines of transcription in such a way
that line X in the orthographic file matches with line X in the phonetic file. For example:
line 12 in fn000007.N00029.fon_ is "@ mEt_t Y+t@stE zOrxfYld@ghEi-t @" while line
12 in the file fn000007.N00029.ort_ is "uh met de aiterste zorgvuldigheid uh".

2.2 Testing

Testing of this script cannot be done with artificial data, and therefore the file
fn000007.N00029.ort is taken and the first 30 lines are tested. This means that the one
filename in "file" is fn000007 (all of the files with this prefix are opened, but only the
first section is tested). It is shown that the empty lines are not extracted from the file,
but the ones that matter do.
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Figure 2-2: The first 30
lines of the file
fn000007.N00029.ort. The
linenumbers were added
afterwards and are not in the
file

Figure 2-3: output of
the script
SDC_extract.pl

10
2 292.8766
3 20
40
5 88.882800000000003
6
7 88.882800000000003
8 91.2911
9 uhm ja ik wilde nog even jets uh
10 91.2911
11 93.110299999999995
12 bij punt vier uh zeggen.
13 93.110299999999995
14 95.832899999999995
15 uhm wij hebben dus ook uh
16 95.832899999999995
17 97.696700000000007
18 bij onze achterban uh
19 97.696700000000007
20 101.0719
21 geraadpleegd over uh 't alfa-informatiekunde en
22 101.0719
23 103.7466
24 dr zljn inderdaad nogal wat uh haken en ogen
25 103.7466
26 105.9469
27 aan het uh programma zoals 't er flu ook Iigt.
28 105.9469
29 108.3834
30 en uhm

uhm ja ik wilde nog even jets uh
bij punt vier uh zeggen
uhm wij hebben dus ook uh
bij onze achterban uh
geraadpleegd over uh alfa-informatiekunde en
d'r zijn inderdaad nogal wat uh haken en ogen
aan het uh programma zoals 't er flu ook ligt
en uhm
aangezien hier ook al staat dat er nag naar uh oplossingen gezocht gaat worden
willen wij oak nog heel graag benadrukken dat
de invoering van de nieuwe algemene vakken
uh met de uiterste zorgvuldigheid uh
uh geImplementeerd zal moeten warden
en uh
vanwege dus die alfa-informatiekunde en de problemen die daarbij komen
dat uh we daar ons toch uh redelijk zorgen over maken
heel graag
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Chapter 3: The script edit.pl

This script edits the files produced by SDC_extract.pl, so that they are in the right
format.

3.1 Algorithm

3.1.1 Preparation

The script has no flags, and needs no information from files. It is specific for the files
produced by SDC_extract.pl. It will produce an error, though, when there are no .ort_
and .fon_ files.

3.1.2 The rest of the script

For every file in the current directory, with the extension .fon_ or .ort_, (assuming
both are present for every file), they are opened at the same time. For each lines, the
marks before some of the words are found, compared in both files, and the marked
words are replaces by silences in both files. After that the line is converted to
SAMPA. The result can be caught in a file. This file contains a one on one relation
between the words in the orthographically transribed part and the words in the
phonetically transcribed part.
The last line of the script can be changed, to get the wished result: it is either

print "$ort [ $ index_last] \n";

which prints the ortographic result, or

print "$fon[ $index_last]\n";

which prints the phonetic result.
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3.2 Testing

For testing, a couple of lines from fon_ files are chosen to be tested. These lines are
put in one file, to be edited by edit.pl. The same lines from the .ort files are of course
also taken, and put in another file. Both files are to be seen in the figures below.

ja zo'n dag komt a*a aan informatie over het studiehuis
ja en am in boe*a nou i*a ik vind de opmerking van wat ik
bij punt twee nou xxx ggg
maar meschijn*u waarschijnlijk zou die verbetering nag grater zijn als die egus*a
zullen we ze paginagewijs afhandelen

Figure 3-1: The ortographic testfile for edit.pl

ja zon dAx kOmt a*a an Infomatsi av@r @t stydihY÷s
ja En Om In bu*a nA+ 1k 1k flnd_d@ OpmErklN vAn wAd 1k
bE+ pYnt_twe nA+ fl
ma m@sxE+n*u wArsxE+nl@k sA+ di v@bet@rlN nOx_xrot@r zE+n Als di @G@s*a
sYl@ w@ z@ paGinaG@wE+s*n AfhAnd@l@

Figure 3-2: The phon etic testfile for edit.pl

ja za'n dag kamt
aan informatie aver het studiehuis ja en am in Figure 3-3: Orthographic

output from edit.pl
ik vind de opmerking van wat ik bij punt twee nou
maar
waarschijnlijk zau die verbetering nag grater zijn als die
zullen we ze paginagewijs afhandelen

j-a:-z-a:-n-d-A-x-k-O-m-t
a:-n-I-n-f-o:-m-a:-t-s-i-a:-v-@-r-@-t-s-t-y-d-i-h-9y-s-j-a:-E-n-O-m-l-n Figure 3-4: The

n-Au phonetic output

I-k-f-I-n-d-@-O-p-m-E-r-k-I-N-v-A-n-w-A-d-I-k-b-Ei-p-Y-n-t-w-e:-n-Au from edit.pl
rn-a:
w-A-r-s-x-Ei-n-I-@-k-s-Au-d-i-v-@-b-e:-t-@-r-I-N-n-O-x-r-a:-t-@-r-z-Ei-n-A-l-s-d-i
s-Y-I-@-w-@-z-@-p-a:-G-i-n-a:-G-@-w-Ei-s-A-f-h-A-n-d-@-I-@

As can be seen in the figures above, all of the marks have been taken care of, and the
output is in standard notation, for the rest of the research.
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Chapter 4: The script coverage.pl

This script is used to test how many of the bigrams are needed to cover the entire
corpus. This is done to check the representative of a corpus for spoken Dutch.

4.1 Algorithm

4.1.1 Preparation

This script has either a flag —h, or 3 parameters. When the flag —h is given, the help as
in Figure 4-1 is printed.

Argument 1: Corpus file (phonetically, phonemes separated by hiphens)
Argument 2: Bigrams file (ordered by frequency, phonemes separated by hyphens)
Argument 3: List of ordered numbers, until which the bigram file is read

Figure 4-1: The parameters for the script coverage.pl

The corpus file is the corpus as it is edited by the scripts. For extra clarity, the first
line of the (edited) Spoken Dutch Corpus is found in Figure 4-2.

sil-@-m-j-a:-l-k-w-l-l-d-@-n-O-x-e:-f-@-i-t-s-@-b-Ei-p-Y-n-t-f-i-r-@-z-E-G-@-@-m-w-Ei-h-
E-b-@-d-Y-s-o:-k-@-b-Ei-O-n-z-@-A-x-t-@-b-A-n-@-x-@-r-a:-t-p-l-e:-x-t-o:-v-@-r-@-t-A-l-
f-a:-l-n-f-O-m-a:-t-s-i-k-Y-n-d-@-E-n-d-A-r-z-Ei-n-l-n-d-@-r-d-a:-d-n-O-G-A-l-w-A-t-@-h-a:-
k-@-E-n-o:-G-@-a:-n-@-t-@-p-o:-G-A-m-a:-z-o:-A-s-t-@-r-n-y-o:-k-l-l-x-t-E-n-@-m-a:-N-G-
@-z-i-n-h-i-r-o:-k-A-l-s-t-a:-t-A-t-E-r-n-O-x-n-a:-r-@-O-p-l-O-s-@-N-@-G-@-z-O-x-t-x-a:-t-
w-O-r-d-@-w-l-I-@-w-Ei-o:-g-n-O-x-h-l-l-x-r-a:-x-b-@-n-a:-d-r-Y-k-@-d-A-t-d-@-l-n-v-u-r-
@-N-v-A-n-d-@-n-i-w-@-A-l-G-@-m-e:-n-@-v-A-k-@-@-m-E-t-@-9y-t-@-s-t-@-z-O-r-x-f.
Y-l-d-@-x-h-Ei-t-@-@-G-@-l-m-p-l-@-m-@-n-t-e:-r-t-s-A-l-m-u-t-@-w-O-r-d-@-E-n-@-v-A-
n-w-e:-G-@-d-Y-s-d-i-A-l-f-@-I-n-f-O-m-a:-t-s-i-k-Y-n-d-@-E-n-d-@-p-r-o:-b-l-e:-m-d-i-d-a:-
r-b-Ei-k-o:-m-@-d-A-t-@-w-@-d-a:-r-O-n-s-t-O-x-@-r-e:-d-@-I-@-k-s-Q-r-G-@-o:-v-@-m-
a:-k-@-h-e:-l-G-r-a:-x-sil

Figure 4-2: The first line of the edited Spoken Dutch Corpus
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The bigrams file looks a lot like the bigrams files produced by bigrams.pl, with the
one difference that this file is a combination of both (if there are two categories,
which is the case here), and the file is sorted by frequency. Below, the first 10 lines of
the bigrams file for the Spoken Dutch Corpus is found.

t,@,7426,27805,0.26707
A,t,4479,8394,0.53360 Figure 4-3: the first 10 lines

@,t,41 27,15254,0.27055 ofthe bigrams script fed to

n,t,3962,7530,0.5261 6 coverage.pl

@,k,321 3,15254,0.21063
x,@,3006,8976,0.33489
k,@,2849,1 3220,0.21551
@,s,2765,1 5254,0.18126
I,k,271 8,6020,0.45150
d-A,t,2624,3285,0.79878

The third parameter is an ordered list of numbers, of which the last number is the
number of bigrams that is to be read. When this number is reached the script stops.
Every number in this list is a marked spot, at which the coverage is printed to the
screen. When the file only has the number 10 for instance, only at the 10th bigram the
coverage is given.

4.1.2 The rest of the script

The corpus is read into memory, and for every phoneme, a 0 is added to an array.
When the entire corpus is read, every line has a corresponding array with as many Os
as the line has phonemes. For every bigram in the bigram file, each line is searched,
and if the bigram is found, the Os coi-responding with the phonemes in the bigram are
changed into is. When the number of bigrams read corresponds with a number in the
ordered list, the number of is is divided by the number of Os and is together, to
calculate the coverage of the corpus. This is printed to the screen.

4.2 Testing

The same data is used as for the scripts guess.pl and guess_more_info.pl. The
bigrams are sorted by frequency, and if frequencies are the same, the shortest bigram
is used first.

sil-m-A-r-s-sil Figure 4-4: The corpus p,A,2,2,1 .00000
s!I-p-A-r-t-sII r,k,2,4,0.50000
sil-s-p-A-r-k-sil Figure 4-5: The topS r,k-sil,2,4,0.50000
sil-d-A-r-k-sil bigrams, sorted by p,A-r,2,2,1 .00000

frequency and length A4,k,2,4,0.50000

By hand the Os and is will be changed per bigram, for the first five bigrams. The total
number of Os initially is 25. The number of is will always be divided by this number.
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By hand the Os and is will be changed per bigram, for the first five bigrams. The total
number of Os initially is 25. The number of is will always be divided by this number.

Table 4-1: the initial Os in the corpus

sil m A r s sil

0 0 0 0 0 0

— 2 L t L_
0 0 0 0 0 0L i Si'

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

sil d A r k sil

0 0 0 0 0 0

• The first bigram is /p,A/, which occurs 2 times in the corpus. This means 4
zeros, converted to is.

• The coverage is therefore 4 / 25 = 0.16.

• The second bigram is /r,k/, which occurs 2 times in the corpus as well. 16
percent is added and the coverage is 0.32.

• The third bigram is /r,k-sil/, and because r,k was already treated, the only extra
is are the sils after In and /k!. There are 2. The total number of is is now
4+4+2=10. This means a coverage of 10/25=0.40.

• The fourth bigram is /p,A-rI. since p-A was the first, only the 0 for the r after
p-A changes to a 1. But the r in "spark" was already covered by /r,k-sil/. This
means 1 extra 1. The coverage is 11/25=0.44.

• The fifth bigram is A-r,k. The A-r in "spark" was already found, and so was
the /k!, nothing changes. In "dark" only the IA! changes. This leads to 1 extra
is, and the coverage is now 12/25=0.48.

As can be seen in Figure 4-6, the output of the script is the same for the first 5
bigrams, and it is safe to conclude that the rest of the file is treated properly and that
the output is correct.

1,16 Figure 4-6: The first 10 lines
of output from coverage.pl

4:44
5,48
6,48
7,56
8,64
9,68
10,76
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Chapter 5: The script rotate.pl

This script is used to rotate testing and tranings parts for testing.

5.1 Algorithm

5.1.1 Preparation

The script rotate.pl takes quite a number of arguments. When not all arguments are
given a value, the text in Figure 5-1 is printed on the screen.

This program takes a corpus file, splits it into N parts,
combines N-i files as a training corpus to create bigram files, and tests the bigram files
with the remaining part.
It does this with every combination possible, and returns N lines of output plus the
average of the N lines.
Argument 1: The entire corpus.
Argument 2: N: the number of parts to be split in.
Argument 3: The alphabet file to train and test with.
Argument 4: The known category (ought to be in the alphabet file).
Argument 5: 1 for not using the insertion of silences as an extra action, 2 for using them.
Argument 6: The percentage of data to be used in the testing (100 for 100 percent).
Argument 7: The maximum length of the guesses.
Argument 8: 1 for using no length constraints, 2 for using them.
Argument 9: The minimum probability, 0.0 for no minimum.
Argument 10: 1 for not to check for existence in the trainingsdata, 2 for using it
Argument 11: 1 for not using any reduction rules, 2 for using them;

Figure 5-1: The arguments needed for the script rotate.pl

The corpus is formatted the same way as the bigrams.pl script takes it. The same goes
for the alphabet file. The use of the rest of the arguments is explained in the main
paper.
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5.1.2 The rest of the script

The corpus is split into 10 parts, of which 9 parts are used to train, and 1 part is used to
test. Every 10 lines are distributed over the 10 parts, so that the domains in the corpora are
also equally distributed over the parts.
10 Combinations are made, each missing one of the ten parts created. For each of these
parts, the script "bigrams.pl" is called, and the directory in which the bigrams files are
stored is remembered.

The bigrams files are combined, so that the testing script can work with them.
This is done in the following way: When the first part of a bigram is known, the 6th and
7th value in the bigrams file is useless for it predicts the known part with knowledge about
the unknown part. When the second part is known, this is true for the 3th and 4th value.
These are discarded, which means that both files have 5 columns. The files are
concatenated and sorted by frequency.

Then the script "guess_more_info.pl", which creates the probabilities for the partly
informed searches is called. This script creates the files "first" and "second" (The script
guess_more_info is treated in Chapter 7: The script guess_more_info.pl).
The script "guess.pl", which creates the probabilities without information is called, and
the file "guesses.$number.leftout" is created (The script guess.pl is treated in Chapter 6:
The script guess.pl).

When all this is done, all created files are fed to the script testing.pl (which is rteated in
Chapter 8: The script testing.pl), and when this is done for all of the 10 parts, the average
is calculated and printed to the screen.
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5.2 Testing

In this section, the script rotate.pl is checked for bugs. Two things are checked in this
section. The first thing is the splitting of the corpus into parts, the second is the
combining of the bigram files to form one file, sorted by frequency.

5.2.1 Splitting the corpus

To create parts that are representative for the entire corpus, or at least as much as
possible, every N lines should be evenly distributed over the N parts of the corpus.
To check this, a file was created with only linenumbers. This file was split by
"rotate.pl" and the output files looked like shown below in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1: Ilustrating that rotate.pl is correctly splitting the corpus into 10 parts

Parti Part2 Part3 Part4 Part5 Part6 Partl Part8 Part9 Patti 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110
111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120

121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130

131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140

141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150

151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160

161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170

171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180

181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190

191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200

As can be seen, the lines are distributed as should.
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5.2.2 Combining the bigram files

When combining the bigram files, the right probability is selected with knowledge
about the categories of the parts of the bigrams, and the known category in testing. In
testing, the first 10 lines of the SDC were used. As a consistency check, the bigram
files for 1 part of the corpus will be checked. Because both files are combined into
one, the number of lines in both files can be added to make the number of lines in the
combined file.

[11:42:21 1.leftout_data]$ wc *

1000 1000 25589 combined
506 506 18614 voiced_voiceless
494 494 17545 voiceless_voiced

2000 2000 61748 total
[11:42:22 1.leftout_data]$

Figure 5-3: showing that the combined file is as long as
the two separate files together

As can be seen in Figure 5-3, this is correct. To make sure the bigram with the highest
frequency is at the top, awk is used to split the lines into columns and sort them
according to column 3. This is exactly what is done in the perl script as well, but now
it is done by hand.

[11:46:34 1.leftout_data]$ awk —F, '{print $3}' < voiced_voiceless sort —nr head —5
9

7

6

5

5

(11:46:38 1.leftout_data]$ awk —F, {print $3) < voiceless_voiced
I

sort —nr head —5
13

4

4

4

4

[11:46:43 1.leftout_data]$ head combined
13, 24, 0. 54167

n,t,9,14,0.64286
A,t,7,11,0.63636
@,t,6,19,0.31579
Au,sil,5,6,0.83333
d—A,t,5,5, 1.00000
t,A,4, 9,0.44444
t ,y, 4,4, 1. 00000

x,@,4,24,0. 16667
—v—r—Au,si1,4,5,0.80000
[11:47:56 1.leftout_data]$

Figure 5-4: Showing that the order in the combination file is correct
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As can be seen, the first bigram should be of the kind "voiceless_voiced", which it is.
The next 4 (or more) should be of the kind voiced_voiceless. This is also the case.
The 6th bigram is also of the kind "voiced_voiceless", this cannot be checked,
because only the first 5 lines per file are shown after sorting manually. Still, it has
been proven that the sorting algorithm in rotating script works well.
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Chapter 6: The script guess.pl

This script reads a corpus, and creates a file which contains per single phoneme, the
probability of the phoneme occurring, knowing that it is voiceless.

6.1 Algorithm

6.1.1 Preparation

This program calculates the guessing probability (without information) of phonemes based on a corpus
The only knowledge is the category of a phoneme
Argument 1: the corpus
Argument 2: the alphabet file with categories (NnoneN if categories are not known)
Argument 3: output file (in alphabetical order), if file exists, it will be overwritten

Figure 6-1: Output when no arguments are given to guess.pl

When the script is called without arguments, the output as seen in Figure 6-1 is given.
The corpus has to be in the same format as the corpus given to bigrams.pl and
rotate.pl.The same goes for the alphabet file.

6.1.2 The rest of the script

The corpus is opened, and a hash is created, which, after reading the corpus, containst
every phoneme in the corpus along with its frequency.
The alphabet file is read, and a hash is created with a category name for a key and the
phonemes in that category as a value.
Then, for each category in this hash, and each phoneme in its value, the frequency of
this phoneme is added up to the total number of phonemes of this category. Then, for
each category and each phoneme, the frequency of that phoneme is divided by the
total number of phonemes in that category, to compute the probability of finding that
phoneme, knowing its category.
These phonemes and their probabilities are sorted in apihabetical order and printed to
the output file specified as argument 3.
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6.2 Testing

In testing, nearly the same data is used as for testing the object in chapter 1. The only
difference is the silences at both ends of the lines. The corpus contains 4 words, and

_____________

probabilities can easily be calculated by hand.
sil-m-A-r-s-sil
sil-p-A-r-t-sil Figure 6-2: The file

sil-s-p-A-r-k-sil object_sils, used for

sil-d-A-r-k-sil guess.pl

The alphabetfile used is SAMPA, since no phonemes in the corpus are not in the
alphabet. The number of voiceless phonemes is 15, the number of voiced phonemes is
10. In Table 6-1, frequencies and calculated probabilities are given. This proves that
the script works correctly

Table 6-1: Proof that guess.pl works correctly

Phoneme Frequency
No. of phonemes in this
category calculated

output by
guess.pI

A 4 10 0.4 0.4
d 1 10 0.1 0.1

k 2 15 0.133333 0.133333333
m 1 10 0.1 0.1

p 2 15 0.133333 0.133333333
r 4 10 0.4 0.4
s 2 15 0.133333 0.133333333
sil 8 15 0.533333 0.533333333
t 1 15 0.066667 0.066666667
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Chapter 7: The script guess_more_info.pl

This script uses more knowledge than the script guess.pl, namely the knowledge of
context.

7.1 Algorithm

7.1.1 Preparation

The script "guess_more_info.pl" wants, just like "guess.pl", a corpus, and an alphabet
file, but instead of one file, its output is 2 files. One for voiceless parts preceded by a
voiced part, and one for voiceless parts succeeded by a voiced part.

This program calculates the guessing probability (with little information) of phonemes
based on a corpus
The only knowledge is the category of a phoneme and whether a voiced part preceded or
succeeded it
Argument 1: the corpus
Argument 2: the alphabet file with categories ("none if categories are not known)
Argument 3: output file first
Argument 4: output file second

Figure 7-1: The output of the script guess_more_infop.pl when no arguments are given

7.1.2 Rest of the script

In practice, this algorithm uses the same knowledge as the bigrams script, except for
the knowledge about which voiced part preceded or succeeded. The script reads the
corpus, stores the phoneme sequences, and all of its substrings as well. For example,
when the sequence Is-k-s-ti is found, Is-k-si, Is-k! and /s! are stored in the file that has
the probabilities for parts that were preceded by a voiced part, and 1k-s-ti, Is-ti, and /tJ,
are stored in the file that has the probabilities for parts that were succeeded by a
voiced part. The probability is calculated by dividing the number of phonemes (or
sequences of phonemes) by the total number of sequences in that file, with only 1
voiceless phoneme. This is done because when a bigram is found the voiced part
should only be counted once. In the same files, the voiced parts are also stored, when
they are preceded or succeeded by a voiceless part. These are filtered in testing,
because they are not necessary.
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7.2 Testing

For testing, the same file is used as for guess.pl

Figure 7-2: The file
object_si Is, used for
guess_more_i nfo.pl

Table 7-1: The sequences stored in the file first and second

line sll-m-A-r-s-sii sll-p-A-r-t-sil sil-s-p-A-r-k-sil sil-d-A-r-k-sil
sequences stored In first s-sil t-sil k-sil k-sil

s t k k

sequences stored in
second sil sil-p sil-s-p sil

p s-p

p

In Table 7-1, it is seen which sequences are stored in which file. The number of times
a voiced part preceded a voiceless part is 4, vice versa this is also 4.

Table 7-2: Proof that the script guess_more_info.pl works correctly

Voiceless parts in first frequency probability probability in the file first
s-sil 1 0.25 0.25
s 1 0.25 0.25
t-sil 1 0.25 0.25
t 1 0.25 0.25
k-sil 2 0.5 0.5
k 2 0.5 0.5
Voiceless parts in second frequency probability probability in the file second
sil 2 0.5 0.5
sil-p 1 0.25 0.25
p 2 0.5 0.5
sil-s-p 1 0.25 0.25
s-p 1 0.25 0.25

Looking at the values in Table 7-2, it is seen that the script guess_more_info.pl works
correctly.
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Chapter 8: The script testing.pI

The script testing.pl is the script that tests the usefulness of knowledge from a corpus in
recognizing speech. It is quite larger than the rest of the scripts and therefore this chapter
has a different layout than usual. Next to the main script, several subroutines are called.
The subroutines in the list below are explained and tested separately from the main part
of the script. If the items on the list are not completely clear, the rest of the chapter will
clarify that.
The subroutines in the script are:

• use_silences: removes the candidates with silences in the middle, because it is
probably not useful to predict beyond a silence.

• apply_min_prob: removes the candidates with a probability less than the given
probability.

• calc_guess: calculates the number of trials in the uninformed search.
• calc_search: calculates the number of trials needed for predicting the voiceless

part correctly.

8.1 Algorithm

8.1.1.1 Preparation

When not enough parameters are given, the script prints a small help on the screen
(Figure 8-1)

This program tests the usefulness of the bigram files, created by bigrams.pl.
Argument 1: The corpus to be tested
Argument 2: The alphabet file with the categories used in creating the bigram files

(this script assumes two categories, and an optional silence category)
Argument 3: The file in which the statistical distribution of the phonemes is found.

(comma separated)
Argument 4: The directory of the bigram files, and the files with partially informed data
Argument 5: The known category in the alphabet file. (assumed it is only one)
Argument 6: 1 for using the knowledge about silences as an extra search action, 2 for

not using them.
Argument 7: The percentage of data to be used in testing (100 when all data is used).
Argument 8: The minimum probability of the predictions (0.0 for no minimum)
Argument 9: 1 for not testing whether the combination exists in the workspace, 2 for

doing this.
Argument 10: 1 for nor using rules to make the searchspace smaller, 2 for doing this.
Argument 11: 1 for not using knowledge about the length of the signal, 2 for doing this

Figure 8-1: output of testing.pl when not enough arguments are given
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The corpus to be tested has to be in the standard format of this research, which is the
same format as the bigrams script takes. The second argument is the alphabet file used
to create bigram files for the training part. The third argument is the file built with
guess.pl. The fourth argument is the directory in which the bigram files and the files
with partially informed data (built with guess_more_info.pl) are found.
The rest of the arguments are parameters, used for constraints. When the knowledge
about silences is to be used, this parameters changes from a 1 into a 2. When not all
bigrams should be used, the percentage in argument 7 goes down from 100 to the
wished percentage. The minimum probability (argument 8) is by default 0.0, but it can
be raised if whised for. The default setting for this research is the one in Figure 8-2.

I

./testing.pl $corpus SAMPA guesses.$corpus $dir_for_bigrams voiced 1 100 0.0

Figure 8-2: the default parameter settings for testing.pl

8.1.1 Main

Figure 8-3: The global variables in testing.pl, showing how data is stored for reuse.

After all the arguments are checked vor validity, the alphabet file is read and stored in
objects, much like the way bigrams.pl does this. A check is performed for the given
known category (argument 5) to be in the alphabet file. Then the file with the
uninformed probabilities is opened and read. The phonemes not belonging to the
known category are filtered out. These are used for the uninformed searches.
Then the bigram files are read in, and stored in two hashes. Because the known
category should be looked up easily, these are the keys in the hashes. For the first
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Global variables

my @categories;
my $guesses_tot = 0;

my $searches_tot = 0;
my $default_tot = 0;
my $predictions = 0;

# storing the categories of the alphabet file
# the total number of guesses made with part of the
information
# the total number of fully informed trials
# the total number of trials without information
# the total number of predictions made, needed to
calculate the mean
# store the distribution of the searches
# store the distribution of default guesses (no info)
# store the distribution of guesses with constraints

my %distribution_searches;
my %distribution_guesses;
my %distribution_default;
applied.
my %unknowns;
my %guesses;

my %first;

my %second;

my %firstp;
my %second_p;
my %tried_by_guesses

# the unknown voiceless phonemes and their probabilities
# the unknown voiceless phoneme sequences and their
probabilities
# the hash in which the key is the first part of the bigram if
it is the known category, the value is a hash in which the
second part is the key and the probability is the value
# in this hash the key is the second part of the bigram,
since it is the known category
# the hash with partially informed probabilities
# the hash with partially informed probabilities
# the hash with the trials used in the uninformed search.



hash (%first), the key is the first part of the bigram, for the second hash (%second)
this is the second part. The values in the hashes are also hashes, with as a key the
voiceless part predicted, and as a value, the probability with which it is predicted.

Only the first X percent is read from each file, this is specified by argument 7.
Then the files in which predictions made with part of the information is read in, and
stored in two hashes (%firstp and %secondp). They keys of these hashes are the
voiceless part, the values the probabilities.

Then the testing is started, which consists of several stages:
• Each line is first devided into switches between known and unknown (voiced

and unvoiced)
• Each time a switch between unknown and known is found, the parts on each

side can contribute to finding the right prediction. With the known parts found
in the bigrams (which might not be entire part but a substring of it), two
hashes with voiceless parts and probabilities are created (%probs_before and
%probs_after). It might be possible that one or even two of the hashes are
empty, this will happen when the voiced part was missing (at the end or
beginning of a line) or was not in the bigrams at all. In that case only one (or
no) side is used to predict.

• With the minimum probability and the information about silences, the hashes
are checked for invalid candidates, which are removed.

• The number of uninformed trials is calculated first.
• The trials in the uninformed search are stored and given to the partially and

fully informed search. These are used to calculate the number of trials, when
information is used, no answer is found, and falling back to default is
necessary.

• All results are obtained, the results for the entire corpus are updated.
• These results are printed on the screen
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8.1.2 Subroutines

8.1.2.1 Use_silences

The two parameters for this subroutine are two references to hashes with voiceless
sequences and their probabilities. The first has candidates predicted by the voiced part
before it, the second hash has candidates predicted by the part after it. Keys are
deleted, so that no prediction is made beyond a silence. The silence itself is preserved.

8.1.2.2 Apply_min_prob

This subroutine takes two or more parameters: The first is a probability, which is the
lowest probability allowed in the hash. The rest of the arguments are references to
hashes, and keys with a probability lower than the one given are deleted

8.1.2.3 CaIc_guess

This subroutine calculates the number of trials used in the search without any
information. It takes 3 parameters: The signal to be predicted, a reference to an empty
hash in which the trials will be kept, and a reference to a hash in which all single
unknown phonemes are found.

The keys of the hash have ranks. For each phoneme in the signal, the list of single
phonemes is run through and every phoneme is tested for correctness. If it is, this
knowledge is applied to the known part of the signal, until the entire signal is
recognized. Every time a phoneme is tried, it is counted as one trial. The entire part
that is tested is added to the hash %tried.

8.1.2.4 CaIc_search

10 parameters are used for this subroutine:

- The signal to be predicted
- A reference to the hash (%first) with all probabilities predicted by the voiced

part before
- A reference to the hash (%second) with all probabilities predicted by the

voiced part after
- A reference to the hash (%probs_before) with the unknown sequences

predicted by the voiced part before
- A reference to the hash (%probs_before) with the unknown sequences

predicted by the voiced part before
- A reference to the hash (%tried_by_guesses) with the trials used in the

uninformed search
- A reference to the hash with all the candidates in the uninformed search
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- Three parameters, specifying whether to use extra information about the length
of the signal, checking for existence, and using rules for reducion respectively.

The two hashes with candidates from both sides are mixed into one hash. For keys
that predict the first part of the signal, the suffix "b" is added, for keys that predict the
last part of the signal, the suffix "a" is added.
The keys are sorted according to probability. This means that the most likely
candidate (whether it is predicted from the front or the back) is tested first.
The selected key is tested, in such a way, that the longest part that is correct is
remembered. So when a candidate is Is-ti, and is predicted from the front, and the
signal is Is-fl, one trial is taken to find out that the first phoneme of the signal is an Is!.
If no match (either partial or full) is found, the key is added to the hash %not. This is
done so that keys that look like this one are not tested anymore, for this would be
useless. Every key, before it is tested for anything at all, is compared to the keys in
this hash, so that useless tests are avoided.
When a front part or a back part is found (or both), the longest overlapping part is
found, and the combination of these two parts is tested. So when Is-t-kJ and It-k-si are

found, the combination ls-t-k-sI is tried first. If this is not the right prediction, or no
overlap was found, The two are contatenated and tested. Whenever a trial was wrong,
it is added to the hash %tried and %not.
When all the keys have been tried and no prediction was the correct one, it is time to
fall back to the default situation. It is known how many trials were needed in the
situation without information, and this number is added to the number of trials done
so far. The hash with the trials during the uninformed search and the hash with the
trials in this search are compared, to see whether there are any doubles. For every
double the counter is decreased by one, for candidates will never be tried twice. The
result is returned.
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8.2 Testing

8.2.1 Main

Bit by bit, the main part of the script is tested here.

8.2.1.1 Finding the unknown sequences in the guesses file: single phonemes

Figure 8-5: Input for testing
the search for the unknown
phonemes

To check whether the script filters the correct
phonemes from the file with the guessing
probabilities, The array with the unfiltered
phonemes (the input) is printed to the screen,
and after the filtering, this is also done with the
the hash with the unknown phonemes and their
probabilities (the output).

Figure 8-4.
Output of the
script, showing
that the
l4flkfloWfl
phonemes are
correctly found

The voiceless phonemes in the guesses file are
red, and they are the same ones as found in the
output, which means that for single phonemes,
the procedure works fine.
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2:, 0.00233248515691264
9y, 0.00466497031382528
@, 0.146310432569975
A, 0.0536471586089907
Au, 0.00636132315521628
E, 0.0464376590330789
Ei, 0.0175996607294317
I, 0.0407124681933842
N, 0.00826972010178117
0, 0.0250212044105174
S. 0.0026954 1 778975741
Y, 0.0120865139949109
a:, 0.0438931297709924
b, 0.0195080576759966
d, 0.0678541136556404
e:, 0.0347752332485157
f. 0.0242587601 078167
h, 0.0218405428329092
i, 0.02841 391 00932994
1' 0.0182357930449534
k, 0.121832884097035
I, 0.051314673452078
m, 0.0371077184054283
n, 0.109202714164546
o:, 0.0294741306191688
p, 0.0436657681940701
r, 0.0814249363867685
s, 0.148787061 994609
sil, 0.25 1 752021 563342
t, 0.269541778975741
u, 0.0116624257845632
v, 0.025021 20441051 74
w, 0.0351993214588634
x. 0.137466307277628
y, 0.00466497031382528
z, 0.0169635284139101

sil, 0.251752021563342
f, 0.0242587601078167
x, 0.137466307277628
p, 0.0436657681940701
S, 0.00269541778975741
s, 0.148787061994609
k, 0.121832884097035
t, 0.269541778975741



8.2.1.2 Creating two hashes with bigram information

In the testing script, two hashes are created. One has voiced keys, which were the first
part of the bigram. The values of the keys are the voiceless parts, which are hashes
themselves, with their probability for a value. The second hash is built in the same
way as the first, with the one difference that the voiced parts in the hash were the
second part of the bigrams.
In this section, the building of these hashes is checked. This is done by checking the
keys, their values and the values of these values manually. Of course, not the entire
hashes are checked, for each hash, the first 10 values are chosen.

Table 8-1: The first hash with bigram information

Jtput from script: First hash Bigram file

st part
Second
Part Probability First part

Second
part Probability

-w-@-d-a:-r sil 1 r-@-w-@-d-a:-r sil 1 1 1 198 0.00505
-E t 1 l-m-E t 1 1 1 364 0.00275

t-t 1 l-m-E t-t 1 1 1 2 0.5

-m-a:-r-@-n-w-e: k 1

@-m-a:-r-@-n-
w-e: k 1 1 1 198 0.00505

k-sil 1

@-m-a:-r-@-n-
w-e: k-sil 1 1 1 16 0.0625

-Ei s 1 @-Ei s 4 4 1 225 0.01778
s-p 0.25 @-Ei s-p 1 4 0.25 1 1

s-siI 0.25 @-Ei s-sil 1 4 0.25 24 0.04167
s-x 0.25 @-Ei s-x 1 4 0.25 15 0.06667

r-@-@ t 1 a:-r-@-@ t 1 1 1 364 0.00275
t-sil 1 a:-r-@-@ t-sit 1 1 1 39 0.02564

-I-i-O f 1 A-r-l-i-O f 1 1 1 42 0.02381

x 1 I-A x 3 3 1 208 0.01442
x-sil 0.33333 I-A x-sil 1 3 0.33333 18 0.05556
x-t 0.33333 I-A x-t 1 3 0.33333 34 0.02941

x-t-t 0.33333 I-A x-t-t 1 3 0.33333 1 1

) k 0.61538 i-@ k 16 26 0.61538 198 0.08081
k-s 0.03846 l-@ k-s 1 26 0.03846 9 0.11111
k-sil 0.03846 I-@ k-s-sil 1 26 0.0384.6 3 0.33333
k-s-sil 0.03846 -@ k-s-sil-p 1 26 0.03846 1 1

k-s-sil-p 0.03846 -@ k-sil 1 26 0.03846 16 0.0625
k-x 0.03846 l-@ k-x 1 26 0.03846 3 0.33333

p 0.03846 I-@ p 1 26 0.03846 67 0.01493
s 0.03846 l-@ s 1 26 0.03846 225 0.00444
sil 0.15385 l-@ s-t 1 26 0.03846 52 0.01923
s-t 0.03846 l-@ sil 4 26 0.15385 198 0.0202
t 0.03846 I-@ t 1 26 0.03846 364 0.00275
x 0.11538 -@ x 3 26 0.11538 208 0.01442
x-sil 0.03846 -@ x-sil 1 26 0.03846 18 0.05556

@-d-a:-r-d-Y s 1 b-@-d-a:-r-d-Y S 1 1 1 225 0.00444
s-sil 1 b-@-d-a:-r-d-Y s-sil 1 1 1 24 0.04167

-I-z-e: k 1 v-A-I-z-e: k 1 1 1 198 0.00505
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Table 8-2: The second hash with bigram information

itput from script: Second hash Bigram file

cond Part
v-E-n-l-y

-hA-d-@-z-@-O-n
E

First
Part Probability First Part Second Part Probability
t 1 t d-@-v-E-n-l-y 1 390 0.00256 1 1

sit 1 sit
d-i-h-A-d-@-z-@-O-
fl 1 272 0.00368 1 1

k 1 k @-Ei 1 185 0.00541 1 1

p 1 p l-@ 1 65 0.01538 1 1

t-p 1 t-p l-@ 1 2 0.5 1 1

________________ x-t-p 1 x-t-p t-@ 1 1 1 1 1

-I-i-O S 1 S A-r-l-i-O 1 5 0.2 1 1

_______________ sil-S 1 sil-S A-r-I-i-O 1 3 0.33333 1 1

-w sil-t 0.5 sil-t u-n-w 1 10 0.1 2 0.5

i______________ t 1 t u-n-w 2 390 0.00513 2 1

s 0.5 s I-A 2 158 0.01266 4 0.5

________________ sil-s 0.25 sil-s I-A 1 3 0.33333 4 0.25

______________ t 0.5 t I-A 2 390 0.00513 4 0.5

r-E-n-m t 1 t @-r-E-n-m 1 390 0.00256 1 1

x-t 1 x-t @-r-E-n-m 1 28 0.03571 1 1

i-j-@-w-A-n-d-@ k 1 k O-n-j-@-w-A-n-d-@ 1 185 0.00541 1 1

p-sil-k 1 p-sil-k O-n-j-@-w-A-n-d-@ 1 1 1 1 1

sil-k 1 sit-k O-n-j-@-w-A-n-d-@ 1 14 0.07143 1 1

i-a:-d-a:-b-Ei-v-o: k 1 k A-n-a:-d-a:-b-Ei-v-o: 1 185 0.00541 1 1

t-k 1 t-k A-n-a:-d-a:-b-Ei-v-o: 1 6 0.16667 1 1

The script takes the correct probabilities from the file and stores them in a proper way.
This part of the script works correctly.
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8.2.1.3 Filling the hashes with the candidates for a partially informed search

To check whether these hashes are filled correctly, the first 10 entries (sorted by
probability) are compared to the first 20 entries of the file itself. The code for filling
both hashes is the same, so only the first hash is checked.

Table 8-3: checking t'hether the has/i wit/i the candidates for the partial/v informed searches
is filled correct/v

Hash File
t 0.288317 t 0.288317
s 0.178218 @ 0.205149
x 0.164752 0178218
k 0.156832 x 0 164752
sil 0.094257 k 0 156832
p 0.053069 sil 0094257
s t 0.041188 d 0.086337
f 0.033267 I 0.069703

sit 0.03089 1 w 0.063366
x t 0.02693 1 p 0.053069

E 0.051485
v 0.044356
n 0.043564
m 0.043564
st 0041188
A 0.040396
j 0.039604
h 0.03802
I 0.037228
r 0.034851

The left parts of Table 8-3 contains 10 voiceless phonemes (or sequences) with their
probabilities. The right part is the first 20 lines in the file "first". The voiceless
sequences are filtered out and stored correctly.
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8.2.1.4 Splitting the chunks into voiced and voiceless parts

Every line that is read is first converted into an array with pairs of voiced and
voiceless parts. To remember which part has a switch from voiced to voiceless and
which has a switch from voiceless to voiced, this is stored in an array of the same
length as the one with the actual tokens, so that indexes match.
This is checked by hand for the first 5 lines of the SDC.

Table 8-4: Showing the chunks are split into voiced and voiceless parts correctly

line:
sil-s-j-E-n-a:-l-s-@-n-k-l-Ei-n-@-s-t-A-t-sil-l-n-d-@-b-y-r-t-v-A-n-sil-f-l-o:-r-A-n-s-sil

categories tokens
voiceless,voiced sil-s,j-E-n-a:-l
voiced,voiceless j-E-n-a:-l,s
voiceless,voiced s,@-n
voiced,voiceless @-n,k
voiceless,voiced k,l-Ei-n-@
voiced,voiceless l-Ei-n-@,s-t
voiceless,voiced s-t,A
voiced,voiceless A,t-sil
voiceless,voiced t-sil, l-n-d-@-b-y-r
voiced,voiceless l-n-d-@-b-y-r,t
voiceless,voiced t,v-A-n
voiced,voiceless v-A-n,siI-f
voiceless,voiced sil-f,l-o:-r-A-n

- -

I-o:-r-A-n,s-sil - -voiced,voiceless

line:
sil-@-n-E-x-t-@-f-l-o:-r-@-n-t-Ei-n-d-l-k-O-m-t-d-a:-r-n-i-t-sil

-

categories tokens
voiceless,voiced

- -

sil,@-n-E
voiced,voiceless @-n-E,x-t --

-__________

voiceless,voiced x-t,@
voiced,voiceless @,f
voiceless,voiced f,l-o:-r-@-n
voiced,voiceless l-o:-r-@-n,t
voiceless,voiced t,Ei-n-d-i
voiced,voiceless Ei-n-d-i,k
voiceless,voiced k,O-m
voiced,voiceless O-m,t
voiceless,voiced t,d-a:-r-n-i
voiced,voiceless d-a:-r-n-i,t-sil
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line:
sil-E-n-j-@-sil-h-E-p-t-o:-k-b-A-t-S-i-Ei-s-sil

cateaories

yo- "oiceless

tokens

a:-n,sil
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voiceless,voiced sil,E-n-j-@

---

--

-

-

voiced,voiceless E-n-j-@,sil
voiceless,voiced silh-E
voicedvoiceless h-E,p-t
voiceless,voiced p-t,o:
voicedvoiceless o:,k
voiceless,voiced k,b-A
voiced,voiceless b-A,t-S
voiceless,voiced t-S,i-Ei
voicedvoiceless i-Ei,s-sil

'ne:
1-a:-r-k-o:-m-@-o:-k-A-l-e:-n-m-a:-r-t-u-r-l-s-t-@-sil

voiced,voiceless
voiceless,voiced
voiced,voiceless
voiceless,voiced
voiced,voiceless

line:
sil-t-u-n-l-s-z-Ei-t-E-r-r-Y-x-@-x-a:-n-sll

categories tokens
voiceless,voiced sil-t,u-n-l
voiced,voiceless u-n-l,s
voiceless,voiced s,z-Ei
voiced,voiceless z-Ei,t
voiceless,voiced t,E-r-r-Y
voiced,voiceless E-r-r-Y,x
voiceless,voiced x,@
voiced,voiceless @x
voiceless,voiced x,a:-n



8.2.1.5 Checking whether $before, $middle and $after have the right values.

To check whether the variables have the right values, the full lines are printed, and the
values of the variables during the processing of that line. This is done for 3 lines.

Table 8-5: Showing that the variables have the correct values

sil-s-j-E-n-a:-l-s-@-n-k-I-Ei-n-@-s-t-A-t-sIl-l-n-d-@-b-y-r-t-v-A-n-sil-f-l-o:-r-A-n-s-sil
before middle sil-s after j-E-n-a:-l -
before j-E-n-a:-l middle s after @-n
before @-n middle k after l-Ei-n-@
before l-Ei-n-@ middle s-t after A
before A middle t-sil after l-n-d-@-b-y-r
before l-n-d-@-b-y-r middle t after v-A-n
before v-A-n middle sil-f after l-o:-r-A-n
before l-o:-r-A-n middle s-sil after

sil-@-n-E-x-t-@-f-l-o:-r-@-n-t-Ei-n-d- i-k-O-m-t-d-a:-r-n-i-t-sil
before middle sit after @-n-E
before @-n-E middle x-t after @

after l-o:-r-@-nbefore @ middle f
before l-o:-r-@-n middle t after Ei-n-d-i
before Ei-n-d-i middle k

1

after 0-rn
before 0-rn middle t after d-a:-r-n-i
before d-a:-r-n-i middle t-sil after
siI-E-n-j-@-sil-h-E-p-t-o:-k-b-A-t-S-i-Ei-s-sil
before middle sil after E-n-j-@
before E-n-j-@ middle sil after h-E

________

before h-E middle p-t after a:
before 0: middle k after b-A
before b-A middle t-S after i-Ei
before i-Ei middle s-sil after
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8.2.1.6 Check whether hashes before and after are filled correctly.

For the voiced parts on both sides of the part to be predicted, it is checked whether they
occur in the bigram files. If not, a phoneme is discarded and the part is checked again. As
soon as the part is found, the corresponding hash is filled with the voiceless parts and
their probabilities. For the first 10 predictions of the SDC, it is checked whether this is
done correctly.

Table 8-6: Showing the hashes before and after are filled correctly

known part
unknown
part probabilIty First part probability

$before whole
$after whole j-E-n-a:-I

—
$before found
by script 0

found
manually

$after found by
script j-E-n-a:-l S 1

found
manually S j-E-n-a:-l 1 1 1

$before whole J-E-n-a:-l

$after whole @-n
$before found
by script j-E-n-a:-l s 1

found
manually j-E-n-a:-l s 1 1 1

$afterfoundby
script @-n k 0.05263

found
manually k @-n 2 38 0.05263

_____________ p 0.02632 p @-n 1 38 0.02632

_____________ s 0.28947 s @-n 11 38 0.28947

sil 0.13158 sil @-n 5 38 0.13158

s-t 0.05263 s-t @-n 2 38 0.05263

t 0.26316 t @-n 10 38 0.26316

x 0.23684 x @-n 9 38 0.23684

x-t 0.07895 x-t @-n 3 38 0.07895

x-x 0.02632 x-x @-n 1 38 0.02632

Sbefore whole @-n

$after whole l-Ei-n-@
$before found
by script @-n k 0.10714

found
manually @-n k 3 28 0.1 0714

p 0.07143 @-n p 2 28 0.071 43

s 0.14286 @-n s 4 28 0.14286

sil 0.21429 @-n sil 6 28 0.21429

sil-k 0.03571 @-n sil-k 1 28 0.03571

sil-p 0.03571 @-n sil-p 1 28 0.03571

sil-t 0.03571 @-n sil-t 1 28 0.03571

sil-t-s 0.03571 @-n sil-t-s 1 28 0.03571

t 0.39286 @-n t 11 28 0.39286

t-s 0.03571 @-n t-s 1 28 0.03571

t-sil 0.03571 @-n t-sil 1 28 0.03571

t-s-t 0.03571 @-n t-s-t 1 28 0.03571

t-x 0.03571 @-n t-x 1 28 0.03571

x 0.07143 @-n x 2 28 0.071 43
$after found by
script l-Ei-n-@ k 1

found
manually k l-Ei-n-@ 1 1 1
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ound

whole
I

l-El-n-@
I l-Ei-n-@ not found, Ei-n-@

not found — —
ole A

sil

x

0.28571
found
manually

0.42857
n-@

0.28571

n-@

sil

t
4 14

x

6 14

4

0.28571

0.42857

0.2857114
$afterfoundby

script A f 0.01961
found

manually f A 1 51 0.01961
k 0.2549 k A 13 51 0.2549
k-s 0.01961 k-s A 1 51 0.01961
k-sil 0.01961 k-sil A 1 51 0.01961
k-sil-k 0.01961 k-sil-k A 1 51 0.01961
p 0.09804 p A 5 51 0.09804
S 0.01961 s A 2 51 0.03922
s 0.03922 S A 1 51 0.01 961
sil 0.23529 sil A 12 51 0.23529
sil-k 0.01 961 sil-k A 1 51 0.01 961
sil-S 0.01961 sil-S A 1 51

s-t 0.11765 s-t A 6 51 0.11765
s-x 0.03922 s-x A 2 51 0.03922
t 0.2549 t A 13 51 0.2549
t-k 0.01961 t-k A 1 51 0.01961
t-p 0.01 961 t-p A 1 51 0.01
t-sil 0.03922 t-sil A 2 51 0.03922
t-s-t 0.03922 t-s-t A 2 51 0.03922
x 0.07843 x A 4 51 0.07843
x-t 0.01 961 x-t A 1 51 0.01

iole A
whole l-n-d-@-b-y-r

3

re found
script A f 0.02419

found
manually A f 124 0.02419

f-sil 0.01613 A f-sil 2 124 0.01613
k 0.00806 A k 1 124 0.00806
k-s 0.00806 A k-s 1 124 0.00806
p 0.04839 A p 6 124 0.04839
p-sil 0.00806 A p-sil 1 124 0.00806
s 0.22581 A S 28 124 0.22581
s-s 0.00806 A s-s 1 124 0.00806
s-sil 0.04032 A s-sil 5 124 0.04032
s-sil-x 0.01613 A s-sil-x 2 124 0.01613
s-t 0.01613 A s-t 2 124 0.01613
1 0.51613 A 1 64 124 0.51613
t-s 0.03226 A t-s 4 124 0.03226
t-sil 0.06452 A t-sil 8 124 0.06452
t-sil-p 0.00806 A t-sil-p 1 124
t-x 0.00806 A t-x 1 124 0.00806
x 0.17742 A x 22 124 0.17742
x-sil 0.02419 A x-sil 3 124 0.02419
x-t 0.08871 A x-t 11 124 0.08871
x-t-sil 0.00806 A x-t-sil 1 124 0.00806
x-t-t 0.00806 A x-t-t 1

1

124 0.00806
$after found bypt I-n-d-@-b-y-r k 1

found
manually k

l-n-d-@-b-
y-r 1 1
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8.2.2 Subroutines

The subroutines are tested in the following way: They are copied and pasted into a
new script, and called with manually created input. Both input, the calling of the
subroutine and the output are given in the test results.

8.2.2.1 Use_silences

y %hashl = ("s—t—sil—f" > 0.02, "t—sil—f—t" > 0.3, "t—f—sil" => 0.2, "t—f—k" => 0.4);
y %hash2 = ("s—t--sil—f" => 0.02, "t—sil—f—t" => 0.3, "t—f—sil" => 0.2, "t—f—k" > 0.4);
use_silences(\%hashl, \%hash2);

Figure 8-6: Input for use_silences

[13:44:04 bigrams]$ pen use_silences.pl
hashi
t—f—k, 0.4
t—f—sil, 0.2
hash2
t—f—k, 0.4
[13:46:27 bigrams]$

Figure 8-7: Output from use_silences

As can be seen in the output, the keys with the silences in the middle are deleted, and
the key with the silence at the end in the first hash is preserved, for silences should be
predicted.

8.2.2.2 Apply_min_prob

This subroutine is tested by creating a hash, and looking at the hash when the
subroutine changed it.

my %input = ("s" > 0.01, "t" => 0.02, "f" => 0.3, "s—t" => 0.6, "k—t" => 0.9);
apply_min_prob(0.5, \%input);

Figure 8-8: Input for testing apply_min_prob
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[16:08:21 bigrams]$ pen apply_min_prob.pl
k—t, 0.9
s—t, 0.6
[16:09:46 bigramsj$

Figure 8-9: Output from the subroutine apply_minprob

The limit was set to 0.5, which leads to only "k-t" and "s-t" being left in the hash.
This is correct.

8.2.2.3 CaIc_guess

This subroutine is tested in the main itself, with actual data. The input for training was
the last 9 parts of the IFA corpus, the testing part was the first part.
The part to be predicted is /sil-s/. To be sure the order of testing is correct, the hash
with the single phonemes is printed.
The first phoneme to be tested is It!. This is wrong, and the phoneme It! is added to
%tried. The second phoneme is /sil/ which is correct. Two trials have been done so
far. For the second phoneme, the t is tested again. This is not correct, and so /sil V is
added to %tried. The phoneme /sil/ is tried, wrong again, and /sil sil/ is added to
%tried. The next phoneme is Is!, which is correct, and since this is the last phoneme in
the signal, the signal was predicted in 5 trials.

sil-s-j-E-n-a:-I-s-@-n-k-l-Ei-n-@-s-t-A-t-sil-l-n-d-@-b-y-r-t-v-A-n-sil-f-I-o:-r-A-n-s-sil
Trying to guess sO-s j-E-n-a:-I
Starting CALC_GUESS
SIGNAL = sil-s
default hash
sil, 2
p. 6
S, 8
s, 3
t, 1

f, 7
x, 4
k, 5
element of the signal: sil
known so far: -

Nott
but sil
Next phoneme in the signal
element of the signal: s
known so far: sil
Not t
Not sil
but s
Next phoneme in the signal
in %tried
silt
silsil

ending CALC_GUESS, 5

Figure 8-10: Output from calcguess 49



8.2.2.4 CaIc_search

The first check performed in this subroutine is the order of the keys to be tested. For
this, the 2 hashes are printed separately and the combination is printed after this.
This test is done with the last 9 parts of the WA corpus as training data and the first
part as testing data.
The part to be predicted is Is-ti, the known parts are /n-@/ and IA!. On the next page,
the two hashes with information are printed, and the combined hash. The keys from
the first hash are given a suffix "b" (before) and the keys from the last hash are given
the suffix "a" (after). It can be seen that the sorting is done correctly.

Before After Combined
sil, 0.28571 sil, 0.23529 t,b, 0.42857

sil-S, 0.01961 x,b, 0.28571
t-k, 0.01961 sil,b, 0.28571
f, 0.01961 k,a, 0.25490

Figure t-s-t, 0.03922 t,a, 0.25490
8-11: t-p, 0.01961 sil,a, 0.23529
knowledge k, 0.25490 s-t,a, 0.11765from the

s-t, 0.11765 p,a, 0.09804

before the k-si!, 0.01961 x,a, 0.07843
voiceless p, 0.09804 s,a, 0.03922
part s-x, 0.03922 s-x,a, 0.03922

S, 0.0196 1 t-sil,a, 0.03922
s, 0.03922 t-s-t,a, 0.03922
k-s, 0.01961 f,a, 0.0196 1
t, 0.25490 S,a, 0.0196 1
k-sil-k, 0.01961 t-p,a, 0.01961
x, 0.07843 Figure 8-12: The k-s,a, 0.0196 1
sil-k, 0.01961 knowledge from x-t,a, 0.01961
t-sil, 0.03922 the part after the

t-k,a, 0.0196 1
x-t, 0.01961

voice esspar
k-si!,a, 0.01961
sil-k,a, 0.01961
sil-S,a, 0.0196 1 Figure 8-13: The
k-sil-k,a, 0.01961 combined hash

The next thing to be tested is whether the elements in %not are processed correctly,
and that candidates looking like keys in %not will be rejected. This is the case in the
example below. The candidate /sil-k/ is generated with information from behind. It is
already known that a /k! is not the correct answer and therefore /sil-k! is rejected as a
candidate.
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Figure 8-14: Showing that
elements in not can help
rejecting candidates

Now, it is tested whether the knowledge about the signal gathered so far is used
correctly to reject candidates. Below it is seen that a IV is already found at the end of
the signal. And therefore a silence at the end is not tried, and thus rejected.
To proof that the other way around also works, Figure 8-16 illustrates that when a
candidate is not rejected by the elements in %not, nor by the prior knowledge, it is
tested.

Figure 8-15: illustrating that using prior
knowledge can reject candidates

Figure 8-16: Illustrating that
when a candidate is not
rejected by either the
elements in %not or prior
knowledge it is tested

Figure 8-16 also illustrates that when the right knowledge is found, this is added to the
correct variable. The next thing to test is, that when knowledge from one or both sides
is found and proven to be correct, a combination is tested to see whether all of the
signal is predicted.

Figure 8-17: Showing how
knowledge found on either
side of the voiceless part is
used to find the correct
prediction

51

SIGNAL s-t KEY sil-k,a, prob 0.01961
knowledge: and s t
elements in NOT
element k,a 1
in not: sil-k,a: k,a
element x,b 1
element t,b 1
element sil,b 1
and therefore: next

SIGNAL s-t KEY sil,a, prob 0.23529
knowledge: and t
elements in NOT
element k,a 1
element x,b 1
element t,b 1
element sil,b 1
Not in %not
Not testing sil, 5 because of prior knowledge

SIGNAL s-t KEY t,a, prob 0.25490
knowledge: and
elements in NOT
element k,a 1
element x,b 1
element t,b 1
element sil,b 1
Not in %not
And not rejected with prior knowledge
thus useful
AFTERWARDS, KEY t, counter 5
knowledge now: , t

SIGNAL s KEY s,b, prob 1.00000
knowledge: and
elements in NOT
Not in %not
And not rejected with prior knowledge
thus useful
AFTERWARDS, KEY s, counter 1
knowledge now: s,

s



When the entire combined hash is run through, and no correct prediction was found,
the hash with trials from the uninformed search is checked, to see whether trials there
were tried here as well, and the total number of trials is calculated and returned.
In Figure 8-18 is is shown that the candidate It! was tried both in the uninformed
searches and in the informed searches. This means that the total is decreased by one.
The result is 11, which is returned.

SIGNAL sil-S KEY t-sil,a, prob 0.09091
knowledge and

Figure 8-18: illustrating how the

elements in NOT number of trials is calculated when

element t,a 1 no information was useful

element sil,a 1
in not: t-sil,a: sil,a
and therefore: next
none found in search yet
my knowledge until now:,
counter until now: 2
I have tried:
sil, 1
t, 1

without any info, I would have guessed 10 times
The trials for the uninformed searches were:
sil k, 1
sil s, 1
silt, 1
silf, 1
sil sil, 1
sil p, 1
sil x, 1
t, 1
t was tried twice
Counter was 2, I am adding 9
ending CALC_SEARCH
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Chapter 9: The script average_phoneme.pl

This script reads corpus, an alphabet file with categories, and computes how long the
average sequence of phonemes of a particular category is. When the average number
of trials for a sequence is known, the average nuniher of trials per phoneme can he
calculated.

9.1 Algorithm

9.1.1 Preparation

The script needs 3 arguments, which are the name of the corpus, the name of the
alphabet file, and the category of which the average should be calculated.

9.1.2 The rest of the script

The corpus is read and split into parts, in the same way as in the script that builds the
bigrams. This is done because in this way the same code couJd he used. Then, for each
pair of categories, the first sequence in that pair is checked for being the category of
which the average should be calculated. Its length is added to a variable, and the total
number of sequences is raised. When the entire corpus is run through, the total length
of the sequences is divided by the number of sequences and the average length is
printed on the screen.

9.2 Testing

The corpus consisted of one line, given in Figure 9-1. The alphabet file was the
default SAMPA alphabet file. Both categories (voiced and voiceless) will be checked
by hand.

d-I-t—I-s-' -n—t—E-s-t-O-m-t-@—k—li-k- n ()_f_(a -t-s_k_r_l_p_j_Cd_x_u_t_w-E_r_k_t

Figure 9-1: The input for averagephoneme.pl. The red phonemes are voiced, the black
ones are voiceless.
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Table 9-1: Statistics for the input corpus for average_phoneme.pl

Category Number of sequences Total length Average length
Voiced 13 22 1.692307692
Voiceless 13 17 1.307692308

Table 9-1 shows the statistics for the input corpus. The averages given by the script
should match the ones in the last column. As can be seen in Figure 9-2 and Figure 9-3,
this is the case, and this proves that the scnpt is working correctly.

[11:58:16 bigrains]$ ./averagephoneme.pl test_averagephoneme SAMPA voiced
22, 13
1. 6923 0769230769
[11:59:02 bigramsJ$

Figure 9-2: Output for the category "voiced"

[11:59:02 bigrains] $ . /average_phoneme .pi test_average_phoneme SAMPA voiceless
17, 13

1.30769230769231
[12:01:30 bigrams]$

Figure 9-3: Output for the category "voiceless"
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